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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

On July 23, 1997, the Presiding Officer in this materials license amendment proceeding

issued a Memorandum and Order ("Decision"), denying the requests for hearing which had been

filed by Norman Begay, Lula Katso (as spokesperson for the "Westwater Navajos") and Winston

Mason (as Head of Council for the Great Avikan House/Native American Peoples Historical

Foundation) ("Petitioners").' Therein, the Presiding Officer found that the Petitioners had not

demonstrated their standing to intervene in this proceeding, concerning the March 5, 1997,

application by Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc. ("EFN"), a corporate predecessor of International

Uranium (USA) Corporation ("IUSA" or the "Licensee"), for a license amendment to permit

' International Uranium (USA) Corp. (White Mesa Uranium Mill; Alternate Feed

Material), LBP-97-12, 46 NRC _ (July 23, 1997).
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the receipt and processing of certain specified alternate feed material (commonly known as the

"Cotter Concentrates") at its White Mesa Mill. 2

By letter dated July 30, 1997, the Petitioners sought Commission review of the Presiding

Officer's Decision, arfd simultaneously requested that the Presiding Officer reopen the record

and reconsider the Decision ("Motion"). 3 On August 7, 1997, the Commission issued a

Memorandum and Order deferring action on the Petitioners' appeal, instructing the Presiding

Officer to consider the merits of the reconsideration and reopening requests notwithstanding the

pendency of the Petitioners' appeal from the Decision.4 By Memorandum and Order dated

August 11, 1997, the Presiding Officer established a schedule for the filing of responses to the

Petitioners' Motion by the Licensee and NRC Staff ("Staff"). A response to the Petitioners'

Motion was then filed by the Licensee on August 20, 1997.

2 The Presiding Officer's decision reflects his apparent belief -- based, perhaps, on the

Petitioners' assertions -- that information concerning the character and content of the Cotter
Concentrates has been withheld from public disclosure by the Licensee and NRC Staff, "and is
not publicly available." LBP-97-12, slip op. at 7; cf. id. at 1, 2, 8. This is incorrect. In fact,
while the Licensee had originally requested and was granted proprietary treatment of the license
amendment application (in which the Cotter Concentrates are described), it withdrew its request
for such treatment by letter dated April 28, 1997, a copy of which is attached hereto as
Exhibit 1. A copy of the previously withheld proprietary version of the amendment application
was then placed in the NRC's Public Document Room ("PDR") in May 1997, and has been
available to the Petitioners (see n. 13, infra). A copy of this amendment application is attached
hereto as Exhibit 2 in accordance with the Presiding Officer's suggestion. See LBP-97-12, slip
op. at 2, 8.

3 Letter from Norman Begay, Lula Katso and Winston M. Mason to Chairman Shirley
Ann Jackson, dated July 30, 1997.

4 International Uranium (USA) Corp. (White Mesa Uranium Mill; Alternate Feed
Material), CLI-97-9, 46 NRC __ (Aug. 7, 1997), slip op. at 2.
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In accordance with the Presiding Officer's Memorandum and Order of August 11, 1997,

the Staff hereby files its response to the Petitioners' Motion. As discussed in detail below, the

Staff submits that the Petitioners have not provided any new evidence in support of their request

to reopen the record of this proceeding. Further, the Motion essentially reiterates many of the

assertions contained in their initial and/or supplemental requests for hearing which were

previously considered by the Presiding Officer, but does not provide any reason to believe that

the Presiding Officer failed to understand or properly treat those assertions. Accordingly, no

basis has been shown to support reopening or reconsideration of the Presiding Officer's

Decision.

DISCUSSION

A. Applicable Legal Standards Governing Motions to Reopen/Reconsider.

1. Motions to Reopen.

To the extent that the Petitioners have asked that the record in this matter be reopened,

the Presiding Officer in a Subpart L proceeding has the power to "reopen a closed record for

the reception of further information at any time prior to initial decision in accordance with

§ 2.734." 10 C.F.R. § 2.1209(e). The standards governing the grant of a motion to reopen are

set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 2.734(a), which provides as follows:

(a) A motion to reopen a closed record to consider
additional evidence will not be granted unless the
following criteria are satisfied:

(1) The motion must be timely, except that
an exceptionally grave issue may be considered in
the discretion of the presiding officer even if
untimely presented).
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(2) The motion must address a significant
safety or environmental issue.

(3) The motion must demonstrate that a
materially different result would be or would have
been likely had the newly proffered evidence been
considered initially.

With respect to the timeliness requirement stated in the rule, the movant must show that the issue

sought to be raised could not have been raised earlier. See, e.g., Metropolitan Edison Co.

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1), ALAB-815, 22 NRC 198, 202 (1985); Pacific Gas

and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-775, 19 NRC

1361, 1366 (1984).' Most significantly, a motion to reopen will be denied unless it shows that

consideration of the evidence set forth therein could lead to a different result in the presiding

officer's decision. See, e. g, Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,

Units 1 and 2), LBP-94-35, 40 NRC 180, 273, 276-77 (1994); Houston Lighting and Power Co.

(South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), LBP-86-15, 23 NRC 595, 672 (1985).

A motion to reopen must be supported by one or more affidavits "which set forth the

factual and/or technical bases for the movant's claim that the criteria of [§ 2.734(a)] have been

satisfied." 10 C.F.R. § 2.734(b). The evidentiary requirements for a motion to reopen have

been summarized by the Appeal Board as follows:

5 A party's opportunity to gain access to information is a significant factor in a Board's
determination as to whether a motion based upon such information is timely, and the motion will
be denied where an opportunity existed to obtain the information earlier. See, e.g., Houston
Lighting and Power Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), LBP-85-19, 21 NRC 1707, 1723
(1985); Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2),
LBP-83-52, 18 NRC 256, 258 (1983).
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At a minimum,... the new material in support of
a motion to reopen . . . must be more than mere
allegations; it must be tantamount to evidence. And,
if such evidence is to affect materially the previous
decision (as required by the Commission), it must
possess the attributes set forth in 10 C.F.R.
§ .743(c) defining admissible evidence for
adjudicatory proceedings. Specifically, the new
evidence supporting the motion must be "relevant,
material, and reliable.",'

18 In other words, only facts raising a significant

safety issue, not conjecture or speculation, can
support a reopening motion. The facts must be
relevant to the proposition they support, and
probative of the safety issue presented. General
statements are of no value. Similarly, although
hearsay may be admissible in NRC proceedings, it
must be shown to be reliable if it is to be considered
as support for the motion.

Also embodied in the reliability requirement
of 10 C.F.R. § .743(c) is the notion that evidence
presented in affidavit form must be given by
competent individuals with knowledge of the facts or
experts in the disciplines appropriate to the issues
raised. Because the competence (or even the
existence) of unidentified individuals is impossible to
determine, statements of anonymous persons -- so-
called anonymous affidavits -- cannot be considered
as evidence to support a motion. ...

Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-775,

19 NRC 1361, 1366-67 and n. 18 (1984).

It is insufficient for the proponent of a motion to reopen to express its willingness to

provide unspecified, additional information at some unknown date in the future. See, e.g., Long

Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-89-1, 29 NRC 89, 93-94

(1989). Further, the proponent of the motion may not rely upon a request that it be afforded
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discovery, or that the Presiding Officer engage in further inquiry, in order to find sufficient

grounds for reopening. In this regard, the Commission has stated:

A movant in seeking to meet the heavy burden
required to justify reopening a closed record "is not
entitled to engage in discovery in order to support
[the] motion. . . . Rather, the issue in each case is
whether the available information meets the
standards for reopening.. ... " Metropolitan Edison
Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1),
CLI-85-7, 21 NRC 1104, 1106 (1985). It is not the
duty of the adjudicatory boards to search for
evidence that might fill in gaps in the moving party's
submissions. Accordingly, in this sense it is not
necessary. . . to "rule out all possible grounds for
[the movant's] charges. ...

Louisiana Power & Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), CLI-86-1,

23 NRC 1, 6 (1986). As the Commission has explained:

In [Waterford], we addressed the issue of
whether an Appeal Board has the authority to seek
additional information before ruling on a motion to
reopen. Our Waterford decision holds that a Board
is to decide a motion to reopen on the information
before it and has no authority to engage in discovery
in order to supplement the pleadings before it.
Simply put, the burden of satisfying reopening
requirements is on the movant, and Boards must
base their decisions on what is before them.

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-86-7,

23 NRC 233, 235 (1986).6

6 Even if a matter is timely raised and involves a significant safety or environmental

consideration, no reopening will be required if evidence submitted in response to the motion
"demonstrate[s] that there is no genuine unresolved issue of fact, i.e., if the undisputed facts

(continued...)
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2. Motions for Reconsideration.

A Presiding Officer in a Subpart L proceeding (like the Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board in a Subpart G proceeding) possesses the inherent power to entertain and grant a timely

motion to reconsider an initial decision, based upon a claim that the decision was erroneous.

See, e.g., Babcock and Wilcox (Apollo, Pennsylvania Fuel Fabrication Facility), LBP-92-35,

36 NRC 355, 357 (1992); Curators of the University of Missouri, LBP-91-34, 34 NRC 159, 160-

61(1991).

A motion to reconsider may point out significant facts or principles of law that have been

overlooked or misunderstood by the adjudicator, which were available in the record before it.

Georgia Power Co. (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), LBP-94-31,40 NRC 137,

140 (1994). A motion for reconsideration, however, may not present new factual evidence and

arguments which could have been but were not raised earlier;7 thus, a motion to reconsider will

6(... continued)

establish that the apparently significant safety issue does not exist, has been resolved, or for
some other reason will have no effect upon the outcome of the licensing proceeding." Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-138, 6 AEC
520, 523 (1973); accord, Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2), LBP-89-4, 29 NRC 62, 73 (1989); Commonwealth Edison Co. (Byron Nuclear Power
Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-83-41, 18 NRC 104, 109-10 (1983).

7 Additional evidence or arguments may be presented if the movant shows that the
adjudicator relied upon an unexpected ground. Thus, it has been held that a motion for
reconsiderationmay not advance new arguments or evidence unless the movant demonstrates that
the new material relates to a Board concern that could not have been reasonably anticipated.
See, e.g., Ralph L. Tetrick (Denial of Application for Reactor Operator License), LBP-97-6, 45
NRC 130, 131 (1997), rev'd, CLI-97-10, 46 NRC (Aug. 7, 1997); Texas Utilities Electric
Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-84-10, 19 NRC 509, 517-18
(1984).
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be denied where it advances an entirely new thesis rather than an elaboration upon, or refinemert

of, arguments previously advanced. See, e.g., Central Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. (Virgil

C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-81-26, 14 NRC 787, 790 (1981); Tennessee

Valley Authority (Hartsville Nuclear Plant, Units 1A, 2A, 1B & 2B), ALAB-418, 6 NRC 1, 2

(1977). At the same time, no basis for reconsideration is presented where a motion simply

reiterates facts and arguments that were presented previously. See, e.g., Long Island Lighting

Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-88-3, 28 NRC 1, 2, 4 (1988); Nuclear

Engineering Co. (Sheffield, Illinois Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Site), CLI-80-1,

11 NRC 1, 5 (1980). Nor is it sufficient for a motion to make generalized assertions to the

effect that more evidence is needed. Public Service Electric and Gas. Co. (Salem Nuclear

Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-650, 14 NRC 43, 63 (1981).

For the reasons set forth below, the Staff submits that an evaluation of the Petitioners'

Motion in light of these principles demonstrates that the Motion should be denied.

B. The Petitioners' Motion Fails to Demonstrate
That Reopening or Reconsideration Is Appropriate.

1. Basis for the Presiding Officer's Decision.

In his decision, the Presiding Officer concluded that the Petitioners had not demonstrated

their standing to request a hearing in this proceeding -- i.e., they had not shown how they may

suffer injury-in-fact caused by this amendment -- despite the fact that he had previously provided

guidance to assist them in supplementing their demonstration of standing. LBP-97-12, slip op.

at 2. The Presiding Officer listed three bases in support of this conclusion:

They have not stated whom they represent.
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They have not stated in a sworn statement
where any of the represented individuals
reside or how far they reside from the
alleged threat from the Cotter Concentrate.

They have not provided a plausible scenario
concerning how they may suffer health or
safety consequences from the Cotter
Concentrate.

LBP-97-12, slip op. at 9. More specifically, the Presiding Officer found that they had not

shown:

1. The specific address of a person on whom the
group relies in proving that it is placed at risk by the
proposed license amendment.

2. The names of the people who are members or are
otherwise represented by the group and how they
have authorized representation. A precise
description of the geographical areas in which these
members or represented people reside....

3. At least some superficial information about the
paths that surface water or streams take in the area
and the reason to believe that represented individuals
are at risk despite the precautions and monitoring
undertaken under the license....

4. The distance that pollution would have to travel
to cause physical injury to represented individuals....

5. Specifications of reasons to believe in the
inadequacy of the precautions taken by IUSA to
prevent water and air pollution.

LBP-97-12, slip op. at 10-11. In sum, the Presiding Officer found that the Petitioners (a) had

not demonstrated their representational standing to intervene, having failed to provide the names
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and addresses of persons they sought to represent, along with evidence that those persons had

authorized the Petitioners to represent them in this proceeding; and (b) had not demonstrated

their individual standing to intervene, in that they had failed to show how the requested

amendment could result in injury-in-fact to their interests or how they might be injured by the

instant amendment "as contrasted with continuing operations of the mill under its existing

license." Id. at 12-13. Accordingly, the Presiding Officer denied the Petitioners' requests for

hearing.

2. Petitioners' Challenge to the Decision.

In their Motion, the Petitioners raise numerous challenges to the Presiding Officer's

findings, essentially arguing that he failed to give appropriate consideration to certain matters

stated in their initial and/or supplemental requests. These include assertions that the Presiding

Officer failed to consider:

(1) "the track history of Cotter Concentrate" (Motion at 1);

(2) "information regarding radioactivity and constituent waste
content of the Cotter Concentrate," as set forth in "bills of lading" which
accompanied the material to the Nevada Test Site in 1987 -- which purportedly
shows that the Cotter Concentrates are "1,000 times more radioactive than any
wastes allowed in Utah's commercial "Envirocare" nuclear waste dump"
(Id. at 2, 6);

(3) "health problems" allegedly caused by the Cotter
Concentrates in Lincoln Park, Colorado, "instigating a number of lawsuits"
(Id.);

(4) statements contained in a set of slides presented by
Colleen O'Laughlin, a DOE Nevada Test Site employee, to the Nevada
Citizens Advisory Board on April 2, 1997, which described the Cotter
Concentrates as containing "hazardous" and "mixed" waste (Id. at 2, 3, 4,);
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(5) the "known fact that the material comprising the
Cotter Concentrate created EPA Superfund Cleanup sites in the three previous
places it was processed prior to taking it to the Nevada Test Site," i.e., St.
Louis, MO, Lincoln Park, CO, and Miamisburg, OH (Id. at 3);

(6) alleged defects in DOE's cost analysis, and assertions
that it is "likely" that other wastes will have to be stabilized at the Nevada
Test Site, that the White Mesa Mill will eventually become an EPA superfund
cleanup site with a "possible]" cleanup cost of $500 million (Id. at 4);

(7) that the Licensee will incur a loss of about $500,000
in processing the Cotter Concentrates, based upon alleged labor and overhead
costs, which show that the proposal constitutes "sham recycling" (Id. at 5);

(8) that "characteristic" hazardous waste, described in the
Staff's TER, is equivalent to "listed hazardous" waste (Id. at 5);

(9) "the Cotter Concentrate contains the very [unspecified]
heavy metals and organic wastes mentioned," that the Petitioners received
information concerning this material "from conversations with [unnamed]
professionals who have worked with Cotter Concentrate over the past
50 years," and that the Petitioners will "produce the authority if given time and
opportunity" (Id. at 6);

(10) that "Native Americans living on Reservations seldom
... have assigned street addresses," and that they therefor had provided "the

mileage distances from our homes, or projects, to the EFN/IUSA mill site" --
which were reiterated as being 2.4 miles (Mr. Begay), 4.5 miles (Ms. Katso),
and 1/2 mile (Great Avikan House) from the site (Id. at 8, 9);

(11) in addition to their previous assertions that
Mr. Begay represents "99% of the Native Americans of San Juan County
opposing this action" and that Lula Katso represents "100 % of the Westwater
Community," assertions that they jointly hold "signed petitions and official
resolutions representing 99% of the . . . affected Navajo population of the
County of San Juan in opposition to the Cotter Amendment" gathered both
during the Monticello tailings proceeding and the current proceeding, which
are "still valid," that the names are being "withheld due to threats of bodily
harm to Petitioners made by Union Carbide and Energy Fuels employees," and
that they "are available to be verified" by the Presiding Officer (Id. at 7-8);
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(12) Mr. Begay's statements that "[o]ur community and our
water wells lie adjacent to, as well as downstream and downwind from the
EFN Mill" (Id. at 8), and that he has "relatives who live 100 feet from the
fence line that separates our Reservation from the [EFN site]" (Id. at 9); and

(13) statements that the Cotter Concentrates carry "contents
and ideologies which are prohibitive [sic] according to Native American
religion and tradition" and will cause "great mental, spiritual and physical
hardships because ... this material killed a million human beings" (Id. at 9).

In addition to the assertions stated above, the Petitioners make certain legal arguments

and requests, as follows:

(1) a claim that the Presiding Officer improperly placed a
burden on them to demonstrate the "hazardous" nature of the Cotter
Concentrates to support their standing to intervene, while placing no such
burden on the Staff or Licensee to support the grant of the requested license
amendment (Id. at 6-7);

(2) a request that the proceeding be continued until the
Petitioners are able to obtain records "showing the history of the White Mesa
water wells which share the same acquifers [sic] as the EFN Mill (Id. at 10);

(3) a request that the proceeding be continued until both
the Licensee and the Petitioners have satisfied his questions as to the harm or
lack thereof posed by the Cotter Concentrates (Id.); and

(4) a request that the proceeding be continued until the
Petitioners are able to provide the names of persons affected by the license
amendment, which they propose to obtain by asking the U.S. Census Office to
provide "the names of the entire Navajo and Ute Reservations" (Id.).

3. Analysis of the Petitioners' Claims.

As discussed below, the Petitioners' Motion (a) does not contain any new "evidence"
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beyond the information presented in their requests for hearing, 8 which would have resulted in

a different outcome had it been considered initially by the Presiding Officer, and (b) does not

demonstrate any reason to believe that the Presiding Officer failed to understand or properly

treat those matters. Accordingly, no reason has been shown to support the Petitioners' request

for reopening or reconsideration of the Presiding Officer's Decision.

(a) The Site of Petitioners' Residence or Property.

The Petitioners are correct that they had previously provided mileage estimates from

their homes or property to the boundary of the Licensee's site (item 10 supra), which

information was not explicitly recited in the Presiding Officer's decision. However, this

information did not show the location of the Petitioners' residence or property relative to the site

or the proposed activity -- whether by street address, directional indication, route name,

annotated map, or otherwise -- which would have assisted in evaluating any asserted effect of

the requested license amendment on the Petitioners.' Even accepting the Petitioners' assertion

8 The only new matter contained in the Petitioners' Motion appears to be their assertion

that the Licensee will incur a monetary loss in processing the Cotter Concentrates, and that this
shows the proposal constitutes "sham recycling" (item 7, supra). No facts are provided in
support of this allegation, other than the Petitioners' unsworn and generalized reference to
current labor and overhead costs; nor is any reason given as to why this information was not
provided earlier. Moreover, Petitioners allege harm to taxpayers in general, rather than harm
to the Petitioners, and no environmental damage arising from the alleged economic injury is
identified. See Motion at 5. Such economic injury is not the type of injury upon which standing
may be based. See Public Service Company of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Unit 2), CLI-
84-6, 19 NRC 975, 978 (1984). Accordingly, this assertion does not provide grounds for
reopening or reconsideration.

9 Information concerning the Petitioners' residence or geographic location was explicitly
identified as necessary in the guidance set forth in the Presiding Officer's "Memorandum and

(continued...)
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that residents on the Reservation "seldom" have assigned street addresses, they could have

provided additional information to assist the parties and the Presiding Officer in locating their

homes or property relative to the mill site or the area in which the material is to be stored and

processed.

More significantly, however, even if the Presiding Officer had found that the Petitioners'

mileage estimates sufficiently described their residences or property locations, their requests for

hearing still failed to show that the instant license amendment could result in injury-in-fact to

their interests -- contrary to the guidance provided to them in the Presiding Officer's

Memorandum and Order of May 27, 1997. See LBP-97-12, slip op. at 9-13. In the same

manner, Mr. Begay's statement that "[o]ur community and our water wells lie adjacent to, as

well as downstream and downwind from the EFN Mill" (item 12 supra), fails to establish his

standing to intervene. Even if one interprets this statement to assert that Mr. Begay personally

uses water drawn from those wells, it still fails to show his standing to intervene, absent any

showing of a plausible scenario whereby the instant license amendment, as distinct from

continued operation of the facility under its license, could cause him injury-in-fact.

Accordingly, the Motion's reiteration of previously-supplied information concerning the

Petitioners' geographic locations fails to demonstrate that reopening or reconsideration is

warranted.'o

9(...continued)
Order (Additional Filings Required)," issued on May 27, 1997. LBP-97-10, slip op. at 4.

10 See, e.g, Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units

(continued...)
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(b) The Identity and Addresses of Persons Sought to Be Represented.

Certain of the Petitioners' assertions concern their alleged representation of other persons

in this proceeding, in which they reiterate information presented in their initial and/or

supplemental requests for hearing (items 11, 12, supra). However, although Mr. Begay and

Ms. Katso are said to represent "99%" or "100%" of variously described Native American

groups --such as "the Native Americans of San Juan County opposing this action" or "the

Westwater Community" (Motion at 7), those groups remain only loosely identified. Further,

the Petitioners have provided no information as to the identity of even a single individual in

those groups whom the Petitioners claim to represent, nor did the Petitioners provide any

showing that they were authorized to represent such persons in this proceeding, contrary to the

Presiding Officer's explicit guidance and established Commission requirements. Nor have they

yet presented any of the "petitions " or "resolutions" which might show such authorization. The

Petitioners' offer to allow the Presiding Officer to "verify" such information (Motion at 8), fails

to satisfy their affirmative duty to make this showing in their submittals in the proceeding.

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-86-7,

23 NRC 233, 235 (1986); Louisiana Power & Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Station,

Unit 3), CLI-86-1, 23 NRC 1, 6 (1986).11

`( ... continued)

1 and 2), LBP-94-35, 40 NRC 180, 273, 276-77 (1994); Houston Lighting and Power Co.
(South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), LBP-86-15, 23 NRC 595, 672 (1985).

11 In addition, to the extent that this information could have been but was not presented
earlier, it should not be considered at this time. See, e.g., Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile

(continued...)
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Similarly, Mr. Begay's statement that he has "relatives who live 100 feet from the fence

line that separates our Reservation from the [EFN site]" (Id. at 9), fails to provide the specificity

required to establish these persons' identities or show that they have authorized him to represent

them in this proceeding; and his statements concerning "[olur community" and "our water

wells" as being "adjacent to, as well as downstream and downwind from the EFN Mill" (Id.

at 8) fail to establish that he is authorized to represent anyone other than himself in this

proceeding.

The Presiding Officer correctly concluded that the Petitioners had "not stated whom they

represent," and had not provided a "sworn statement [showing] where any of the represented

individuals reside or how far they reside from the alleged threat from the Cotter Concentrate."

LBP-97-12, slip op. at 9. No error has been shown in these conclusions, or in the Presiding

Officer's determination that the Petitioners had failed to show the name and address or

geographical location, or representational authorization, of any individual upon whom they rely

for representational standing. Id. at 10.

(c) The Content and Character of the Cotter Concentrates.

Most of the assertions presented in the Petitioners' Motion reiterate their earlier

statements concerning the purported content and character of the Cotter Concentrates, and the

"( ... continued)

Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1), ALAB-815, 22 NRC 198, 202 (1985); Pacific Gas and Electric
Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-775, 19 NRC 1361, 1366
(1984); Houston Lighting and Power Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), LBP-85-19,
21 NRC 1707, 1723 (1985); Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2), LBP-83-52, 18 NRC 256, 258 (1983).
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Licensee's, DOE, or Staff evaluations thereof (items 1-9, supra). Significantly, the Petitioners

base most of their claims on a loose description of the materials set forth in a set of slides

purportedly presented by a DOE employee, Colleen O'Laughlin, to the Nevada Citizens

Advisory Board on April 2, 1997 (the so-called "Cotter Concentrate Proposal"), e.g., Motion

at 2, 3, 4 (items 4 and 6, supra). The DOE slides, however, are not self-explanatory, and do

not constitute statements of fact or a technical evaluation which could reliably show the content

and character of the Cotter Concentrates sufficient to support a claim of possible injury-in-fact.

Moreover, despite the Petitioners' claim that the information contained in Ms. O'Laughlin's

slides was "excluded" from consideration in the Presiding Officer's decision (Motion at 2), in

fact this material was explicitly considered in that decision. See LBP-97-12, slip op. at 6. The

Presiding Officer examined this information along with other information in the record, and

concluded that he could find no support for these statements in the license application then on

file in the proceeding, in the Staff's technical evaluation report (TER) concerning the license

amendment application, 12 "or in any other material" filed in the proceeding (Id. at 8). The

Petitioners have not shown any error in this determination.

Similarly, the Presiding Officer concluded that he could find no basis in the record which

would enable him to determine "the composition of this material, how hazardous it is, or how

a determination was made [by the Staff] that the material 'is not a residue from water

12 The Presiding Officer correctly discussed the Staff's TER in his decision, but appears

to have incorrectly attributed to the NRC, statements which the Licensee made to the Utah
Radiation Control Board ("URCB") concerning the Staff's TER. See LBP-97-10, slip op. at 7.
The URCB minutes of May 9, 1997, correctly indicate that the cited comments were made by
the Licensee's representative.
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treatment,"' and he therefore found that insufficient information had been provided to support

a finding that the material is, in fact, hazardous. Id. The Petitioners have not pointed to any

information in the record which would indicate that this conclusion is incorrect. Significantly,

in their current Motion, as in their earlier filings in this proceeding, the Petitioners failed to refer

to the Licensee's detailed license application (i.e., the once-proprietary version) -- which has

been publicly available since May 199713 -- to support their assertion that the Cotter

Concentrates could cause injury-in-fact to their interests. Nor do they refer to any other

evidence which would indicate that the instant license amendment, as distinct from continued

operation of the mill, could result in "injury-in-fact" to their interests. That showing -- the sine

qua non of any demonstration of standing -- has never been presented by the Petitioners.

(d) Petitioners' Religious and Traditional Concerns.

The Petitioners also allege that the Presiding Officer failed to consider the potential

injury posed by the instant license amendment to their religious and traditional values (item 13,

supra). The Presiding Officer's decision, however, reflects the Presiding Officer's appreciation

13 Information concerning the composition of the Cotter Concentrates is provided in the

once-proprietary version of the license amendment application, and Attachments 1-3 thereto
(reproduced in Exhibit 2 hereto). Significantly, this application has been available to the
Petitioners for some time. The URCB minutes of May 9, 1997, summarize a meeting at which
the license amenidment and the Licensee's request for confidentiality were discussed -- and
indicate that EFN's representative (Harold Roberts) informed the URCB that on April 27, 1997,
EFN "withdrew its request that the information be held confidential to allow a full and fair
evaluation of the basis for approval of the license amendment." Id. at [unnumbered] 2, attached
to Presiding Officer's "Notice" of June 4, 1997. Each of the three Petitioners in this proceeding
were present and spoke at the URCB meeting, in opposition to the instant amendment. See Id.
at 4-5; Supplement to Hearing Request dated June 9, 1997, at 3, and Attachment (3)(i) thereto.
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of these concerns, and indicates that these concerns were considered by the Presiding Officer --

who further concluded that no legal precedent had been provided or could be found which would

indicate that such concerns will properly support a petitioner's standing to intervene. See

LBP-97-12, slip op. at 14.14 The Petitioners have provided no reason to believe that this

determination is incorrect.

(e) Petitioners' Requests to Continue the Proceeding.

In their Motion, the Petitioners present several requests that the Presiding Officer

continue this proceeding, in order to afford them sufficient time to obtain relevant information.

Such information would include records "showing the history of the White Mesa water wells

which share the same a[q]uifers as the EFN Mill," information as to the harm (or lack of harm)

posed by the Cotter Concentrates, and "the names of persons affected by the license amendment"

such as might allegedly be shown by U.S. census records (Id. at 10). Notwithstanding the

Petitioners' desire to provide such information in the future, any such information was required

to be provided in support of their requests for hearing. Holding the proceeding in abeyance at

this time so that such information may now be gathered, absent a showing of good cause as to

why the information could not have been provided earlier, would be unwarranted. See

discussion supra, at 4, 5 and 7, and cases cited therein.

14 See also NRC Staff Response to Supplemental Requests for Hearing, dated July 10,
1997, at 15-16.
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(9 The Petitioners' Burden to Establish Standing to Intervene.

As indicated in the Staff's previous filings,15 it was incumbent upon the Petitioners to

show "a distinct and palpable harm" which constitutes injury in fact; that the injury can fairly

be traced to the challenged action; and that the injury is likely to be redressed by a favorable

decision in the proceeding. See, e.g., Energy Fuels Nuclear, supra, 40 NRC at 156; Umetco

Minerals Corp. (Source Materials License No. SUA-1358), LBP-94-7, 39 NRC 112, 115

(1994); Babcock and Wilcox (Apollo, PA Fuel Fabrication Facility), LBP-93-4, 37 NRC 72, 80-

81 (1993). No such showing was made by the Petitioners. In the absence of such a showing,

the Presiding Officer correctly concluded that the Petitioners had not demonstrated their standing

to intervene in this proceeding.

Contrary to the petitioners' assertion, the Presiding Officer's decision did not improperly

impose a burden on them to demonstrate the "hazardous" nature of the Cotter Concentrates to

support their standing to intervene, while placing no such burden on the Staff or Licensee to

support the grant of the requested license amendment (Id. at 6-7). Until a petitioner has

demonstrated its standing to intervene, the merits of a contested licensing action are not yet

properly before a Presiding Officer. It is, therefore, entirely proper that the Presiding Officer

required the Petitioners to establish their standing to intervene, since no hearing is required

unless that initial showing has been made. Only when a petitioner has satisfied its burden of

establishing its standing to intervene would a contested licensing action be subject to

15 See, e.g., NRC Staff Response to Requests for Hearing dated May 21, 1997, at 4-5;

NRC Staff Response to Supplemental Requests for Hearing dated July 10, 1997, at 5-6.
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consideration in an adjudicatory proceeding. See, e.g., Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile

Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-83-25, 18 NRC 327, 331, 333 (1983); Rockwell

International Corp. (Energy Systems Group Special Nuclear Materials License No. SNM-21),

LBP-83-65, 18 NRC 774, 777-78 (1983). Accordingly, no error is presented by the Presiding

Officer's requirement that the Petitioners demonstrate their standing to request a hearing,

including the identification of a potential injury-in-fact due to the instant license amendment,

prior to requiring a demonstration by the Licensee that the amendment should be authorized.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the Staff submits that no error has been shown in the

Presiding Officer's denial of the requests for hearing which were filed by the Native American

Peoples Historical Foundation, Lula Katso and Norman Begay, in that those requests failed to

demonstrate the requestors' standing to participate in this proceeding. Accordingly, the Staff

opposes the Petitioners' motion to reopen and/or reconsider that decision and recommends that

it be denied.

Respectfully submitte

-7a Aerwin E. Turk
Counsel for NRC Staff

Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 22nd day of August 1997
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energy fu els nuclear, inc.
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tax 303-595-0930
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VIA FACSIMILE (301) 415-5397

Apri 28, 1997

Charles L Cain, Acting Cluef
United Stales Nuclear Regulatory CommissionI Uranium Recovery Branch
Division of Waste Mamaement
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Re: White Mesa Mill Source Materials Ucense SUA-1358
Amendment I to Source MaterialsL Ucense SUA- 1358
Confidentiality Claim

Dear Mr. Cain

This ete concerns the above relerenced amendment to the Source Materials License for the White
Mesn Mill. Amendment I was approved in reslxwmse to an amendment application (the
"Amendment Application-) submitted by Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc. ("EFN") dated March 5,
1997. Amentment I allows EFN to receive and procis a specific type and quantity of uranium
bearing material at the White Mesa Mill.

I rfequested, on behalf of EFN, that certain information about the uranium bearin matenal be kept
con/- ial in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.790(b) and W63.2 the Government
Records and Acoers Act. As explained in the Affidavit that I filed with the Amendment
Application, EFN comidezi the mechanism by which, and the parties from whom. it obtains
alternave fedstocks confidcntial. We sought to keep inf. mation that would allow competitors to
readily identify the acquisition mechanism and identity of the current owner of the material
contfiential under applicable NRC ruics to maintain the businesu/economic advantage that we have
developed in relation to other competitors.

I ackowledged in my Affidavit that odim public agencies, such as the Department of Energy, had
dats related to he uranium bearing material and we did not seek nor expect that these agencies
would attemp to classify suchdata as confidential. As explained in my Affidavit howevc,,
'mdustry reponle ad our omipettohI Samerally- monitor our activity thrusgh review of
Commiuion documenatioa so the logical place to seek protection of our competitive advantage is
with the Comlimon. Contrary to recent asserions, our motivation in seeking the confidentiality
pwaoto n to k"p the history of the uranium bearing material secret but rather to preserve
our emc OtMO% by preventing ou competitors from using our Amendment Application as
an "how to book" on sube uject of obtaining ecoomc arrangements for alternative feedstocks.

970508009 .6 970428 1111 II ll 11 IIIjl l11.11 N 4..
PDR ADOCK 04008681
C PDR
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Charles Cain
United States Nuclear Regulatory Comm, ion
A pril 28.,1997
Page 2

While thc Commission has maintained the confidentiality of the requested aspects of the
Amendment Application. during the last two weeks some itcms related to the comfidcnual
information have become the subje^t of public comment through other sources. The public
comment does not change EFN's belief that its competitivciadvantage qualifies for protection and
that the information claimed as confidential does in fact qualify for confidmni'a, treatment under the
applicable regulations.

However, to. allow a full and fair evaluation of accurate information concerning the uranium
bearing material and the basis for the approval of Amendment 1. EFN hereby withdraws and

lerminates its application that the information identified in my Affidavit be maintained as
confidential by the Commission. EFN acknowledges that this tennmnaion results in the
information pruvided to the Commission in conjunction with the consideration and approval of
Amendment I being subject to the normal Commission public information treatment under 10 CFR
02.790(a). I hereby cewify to the Commisaon that I have been spefically auithorzed to make this
widxkxw&1/ftrminmt of" te oufidendiai informaion request on behalf u( EFN.

Please be advised that this withdrawal/termination does Wo apply to any other amendment
applications that have been or will be filed with the Comnussion that seek to have certain
Information contained therein protected as confidential inforri6ation. We understand that a request
for confidentiality will be reviewed by the Commission on a case by casie basis under the
provisionx of 10 CFR 12.70.:

Plcahc feel free to contact Harold Roberts. Michelle Rehmann or me %ith any quesuons (r
comments.

Sincerely,

Rich A. Munson

Corporate Cousel

RAM/dpb

cc Harold R. Robert%
Michelle R. Rehmann
Earl E. Ho-llen

I
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' energy fuels nuclear, inc.three park central * suite 900 303-623-8317

1515 arapahoe street * denver, colorado 80202 twx 910-931-2561
fax 303-595-0930

March 5, 1997

Via Overnight UPS

Mr. Joseph J. Holonich, Branch Chief
High Level Waste and Uranium Recovery

Projects Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
2 White Flint North, Mail Stop T-7J9
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Re: Revised Amendment Request to Process an Alternate Feed at White Mesa Uraiiium Mill
Source Material License SUA- 1358
Docket No. 40-8681

Dear Mr. Holonich:

Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc. ("EFN") hereby submits the enclosed revised request to amend
Source Material License SUA-1358 to authorize receipt and processing of [certain residues
resulting from the processing of ore for the extraction of uranium,] known as the ["Cotter
Concentrate"] ("uranium material"). The uranium material will be shipped to the EFN White
Mesa Mill ("the Mill") by [the United States Department of Energy ("DOE") Nevada Operations
Office ("DOE/NV")], the "material owner".

The uranium material has been stored at the owner's facility, the [DOE Nevada Test Site
("NTS")] since November, 1987. The uranium material is currently stored in approximately
[1,225] fifty-five gallon drums. The weight of the uranium material is approximately [790,000]
pounds. The material owner estimates an average uranium content of [ten percent].

The processing of the uranium material will not increase the mill's production to exceed
the License Condition No. 12 limit of 4,380 tons of U30 8 per calendar year. As production will
remain within the limits assessed in the original Environmental Assessment, and as the process
will be essentially unchanged, this amendment will result in no significant environmental impact
beyond those originally evaluated.

H :\MRR\LET'ERS.97\HOLOO3 5B.Itr
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Mr. Joseph J. Holonich
March 5, 1997
Page 2

Complete details are provided in the attached request to amend, which includes the
following sections:

1.0 Material Composition and Volume
1.1 Radiochemical Data
1.2 Review of Hazardous Constituent Data
1.3 Regulatory Considerations
1.4 Shipping

2.0 Process

3.0 Safety Measures
3.1 Control of Airborne Contamination
3.2 Radiation Safety
3.3 Vehicle Scan

4.0 Certification

Attachment 1 [Uranium Material Description]

Attachment 2 [Material Owner's Letter to EFN]

Attachment 3 [Letter from representative of Material Owner to State Agency]

Attachment 3a [Letter from State Agency to Material Owner]

Attachment 4 Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc. White Mesa Mill Equipment
Release/Radiological Survey Procedure

To ensure that all pertinent information is included in this submittal, the following
guidelines were used in preparing this request to amend:

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") Final Position and Guidance on the
Use of Uranium Mill Feed Material Other Than Natural Ores (Federal Register
Volume 60, No. 184, September 22, 1995).

EFN request to the NRC for the amendment to process uranium-bearing potassium
diurinate (K 2U 20 7) in a solution of potassium hydroxide/potassium fluoride in
water ("KOH Amendment").

NRC and State of Utah comments and requests for information relative to the
KOH Amendment.

H \MRR\LETTERS.97\HOLOO35B.Itr



Mr. Joseph J. Holonich
March 5, 1997
Page 3

EFN request to NRC for the Rhone-Poulenc alternate feed amendment.

NRC and State of Utah comments and requests for information relative to the EFN
request for the Rhone-Poulenc alternate feed amendment.

We believe that use of these guidance materials, supported by our discussions with the
NRC, has allowed us to prepare a complete, concise submittal. Therefore, as we discussed with
our Project Manager, Jim Park, at White Mesa Mill on January 16, 1997, EFN requests that the
NRC please attempt to reply to this request within 30 days of this transmittal date. Please no':
that in the attached Affidavit, EFN requests that bracketed portions of this revised application,
and selected attachments, be treated as confidential. This letter and enclosed application are
hereby transmitted as two versions:

1. Complete text with brackets indicating portions of text and the selected
attachments to be withheld as confidential; and

2. An edited version of (1) with bracketed text deleted and selected attachments
removed. This version is meant to be used for the Public Document Room.

I can be reached at (303) 899-5647.

Sincerely,

Michelle R. Rehmann
Environmental Manager

MRR/pl
Attachments

H:\MRR\LE1TERS 97'\HOL0035B.Itr



AFFIDAVIT

I, Richard A. Munson, Corporate Counsel of Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc. ("EFN") do swear
that the enclosed request to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC"), revised as of
March 5, 1997, for an Amendment to Source Material License SUA-1358, contains confidential
commercial and/or financial information held in confidence by EFN and that it meets the criteria
as listed under §63.2 of the Government Records and Access Act, and 10 CFR 2.790(b).

In support of the claim of confidentiality, the following is submitted:

IDENTITY OF DOCUMENT OR PART SOUGHT TO BE WITHHELD:

a. The parts of the cover letter transmitting the Request for Amendment to be withheld as
confidential are set forth in brackets on pages 1-3 of the letter;

b. The paits of the body of the Request for Amendment to be withheld as confidential are
set forth in brackets on pages 1-9 of the Request;

c. Attachment 1. is to be withheld;

d. Attachment 2 is to be withheld;

e. Attachment 3 is to be withheld;

f. Attachment 3a is to be withheld.

STATEMENT OF REASONS:

General Statement

EFN understands that the policy of the Commission concerning commercial or financial
information, believed by EFN to be confidential, is to achieve an effective balance between
legitimate concerns for protection of competitive positions and the right of the public to be fully
apprised as to the basis for and effects of licensing actions. EFN further understands that it is
within the discretion of the Commission to withhold confidential commercial or financial
information.

EFN is actively seeking alternative feedstocks of material containing commercial quantities
of uranium that can be recovered at the White Mesa Mill. EFN has invested significant time and
monies in developing information and contacts necessary to achieve the market position EFN is
developing for such recovery projects. The alternative feedstocks are an integral piece of EFN's
long term business plan and they play a role in maintaining jobs and activity at the White Mesa
Mill.

H:\USERS\LMRtRLEFTERS.97\AFFIDAV35.ATr



Affidavit
Page 2

Initially, EFN did not appreciate the value that its contacts represented. However, as
evidenced by the interest shown in industry publications following the submittal of the Request
for Amendment filed for the alternative feedstock commonly referred to as the "KOH Material",
EFN now realizes that its contacts and business arrangements with those contacts has significant
intrinsic value much like "customer lists" developed by retail or publishing businesses which are
recognized, and closely guarded, as confidential and proprietary information.

Consistent with this realization of EFN's place in the marketplace and the value of its
customer list, EFN is requesting that (i) information related to the source of the alternative
feedstock, and (ii) information concerning how EFN has structured its arrangement with the
source of the material, be withheld from public disclosure because disclosure of such information
is likely to cause substantial harm to the competitive position of EFN.

Specific Points

The confidential information is currently held in confidence by EFN.

As described above, the confidential information is currently information of the type that
is normally held in confidence by EFN.

The confidential information is being transmitted to the NRC in confidence.

While the confidential information contains some data available from public sources,
EFN's claim of confidentiality is based on the fact that if the confidential information is
divulged in this licensing process, EFN's competitors will obtain such data in a format
and context that is different than would be available from the public agencies. That is to
say that disclosure of the confidential information as a collection of information from
many sources would provide those competitors with knowledge of EFN's business
arrangement that could significantly harm the competitive position of EFN. While EFN's
competitors could obtain some of the data from public agencies, they would have to go
to several different agencies and search in several sets of records. EFN has already
performed this work which has been an integral part of EFN obtaining this business
arrangement and its market share. To divulge this work in its "packaged" form, as
included in this Request for Amendment, will provide EFN's competitors with information
that they could use to interfere with this business arrangement and EFN's competitive
position.

H.\USERS\MPRR\LETTERS.97\A-FFIDAV3 S AT7
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Page 3

I hereby certify to the Commission that I have been specifically delegated the function of
reviewing the information sought to be withheld and that I am authorized to apply for its
withholding on behalf of Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.

STATE OF COLORADO

COUNTY OF DENVER

))
)

Richard A. Munson
Corporate Counsel
Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.

On this 5th day of March 1997, personally appeared before me Richard A. Munson, who
being duly sworn, did say that he is the Corporate Counsel of Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc., and
that the said instrument was signed on behalf of said corporation.

My Commission expires March 13, 19,98 e Al Q . ,k r(C(L,,-yY
Notary

H:\USERS\NRLR\LEflERS.97\AFFIIDAV3 5.A1T



Source
Request to Amend

Material License SUA- 1358
White Mesa Mill

Docket No. 40-8681

Revision of March 5, 1997

Prepared by:
Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.

1515 Arapahoe Street, Suite 900
Denver, CO 80202

Contact: Michelle R. Rehmann, Environmental Manager

Phone: (303) 899-5647

Submitted to:

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
2 White Flint North, Mail Stop T-7J9

11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
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March 5, 1997
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Amendment Request
License SUA-1358

March 5, 1997
Page I

INTRODUCTION

Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc. ("EFN") operates an NRC-licensed uranium mill located
approximately six miles south of Blanding, Utah. The mill processes natural (native, raw)
uranium ores and feed materials other than natural ores. These alternate feed materials are
generally processing products from other extraction procedures, which EFN will process primarily
for the source material content. All waste associated with this processing is, therefore, I I e.(2)
byproduct material; or, as stated in the alternate feed analysis noticed in Federal Register Volume
57, No. 93:

"The fact that the term 'any ore' rather than 'unrefined and unprocessed ore' is
used in the definition of 1 le.(2) byproduct material implies that a broader range
of feed materials could be processed in a mill, with the wastes still being
considered as 1 le.(2) byproduct material".

This application to amend NRC Source Material License SUA-1358 requests an amendment to
allow EFN to process a specific alternate feed primarily for its source material content, and to
dispose of the associated 1 le.(2) byproduct material.

1.0 MATERIAL COMPOSITION AND VOLUME

The "material owner", [Department of Energy Nevada Operations Office ("DOE/NV")] will
overpack and load for shipping material described as [residue resulting from the processing of
ore for the extraction of uranium], designated as the ["Cotter Concentrate".] "uranium material".
The uranium material is currently contained in approximately [1,225] 55-gallon drums, and
weighs approximately [790,000 pounds]. The material owner estimates the average uranium
content to be [ten] percent. Physically, the uranium material consists of a moist solid (up to 50
percent moisture). Descriptions of the uranium material, including analytical data showing
uranium concentrations ranging from [1.32 to 27.44] percent, are included as Attachment 1.

1.1 Radiochemical Data

The analytical data listed on Table II of Attachment I show average uranium content to range
from [1.32 to 27.44] percent. The material owner estimates the average uranium content of the
uranium material to be approximately [ten] percent. This uranium content justifies processing
this material to extract uranium.

USERS\MRR\LETTERS 97\SMA35B.RPT



Amendment Request
License SUA-1358

March 5, 1997
Page 2

1.2 Review of Hazardous Constituent Data

NRC guidance suggests that if a proposed feed material consists of hazardous waste, listed under
subpart D §§261.30-33 of 40 CFR (or comparable RCRA authorized State regulations), it would
be subject to EPA (or State) regulation under RCRA. To avoid the complexities of NRC/EPA
dual regulation, such feed material may not be approved for processing at a licensed mill. If the
licensee can show that the proposed feed material does not consist of a listed hazardous waste,
this issue is resolved. NRC guidance further states that feed material exhibiting only a
characteristic of hazardous waste (ignitable, corrosive, reactive, toxic) would not be regulated as
hazardous waste and could therefore be approved for recycling and extraction of source material.
The NRC Alternate Feed Guidance also states that NRC staff may consult with EPA (or the
State) before making a determination of whether the feed material contains hazardous waste.

The material owner has determined that the uranium material exhibits two characteristics of
hazardous waste. Sampling and analysis has established that the material includes selenium above
the TCLP regulatory threshold and a pH in excess of 12.5. However, NRC guidance quoted
above states that these characteristics do not prohibit the material from being approved for
recycling and extraction of source material. Furthermore, the material owner has reviewed all
available data and process knowledge to ensure that the material does not contain listed hazardous
waste, and has coordinated such review with the State in which the uranium material is located
[Nevada]. The State [of Nevada] ("State") Division of Environmental Protection has been granted
final authorization from EPA for the State-administered RCRA program.

Attachment 2 is a letter from the material owner which transmits to EFN letters from the material
owner to the State [of Nevada] Division of Environmental Protection and from the State to the
material owner, respectively, (Attachments 3 and 3a) in which the material owner proposes, and
the State concurs, that the uranium material does not contain listed hazardous waste. The State
has indicated that until the material owner can demonstrate that the uranium material can be used
as an alternate feedstock, the State is requiring the material owner to manage it on site as has a
characteristic hazardous waste at the material owner's facility. Once it is conclusively
demonstrated that the uranium material has a beneficial use, the State has agreed to declare the
uranium material a non-RCRA regulated material. In the State's opinion, this will be
demonstrated with this amendment to the license.



Amendment Request
License SUA-1358

March 5, 1997
Page 3

1.3 Regulatory Considerations

According to NRC guidance, for the tailings and wastes from the proposed processing to qualify
as I1 e.(2) byproduct material, the feed material must qualify as "ore." NRC has stated alternate
feed material is determined to be ore, by the following definition:

"Ore is a natural or native matter that may be mined and treated for the extraction
of any of its constituents or any other matter from which source material is
extracted in a licensed uranium or thorium mill".

Classification as Alternate Feed

As described under 1.2 above, the uranium material as alternate feed to a licensed uranium mill,
would not be subject to regulation as a hazardous waste as defined in the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §6901-6991 and its implementing regulations, or
comparable State laws or regulations governing the regulation of hazardous wastes. In Section
4.0, below, EFN certifies that the feed material is to be processed primarily for the recovery of
uranium and for no other primary purpose. EFN justifies the certification on the basis of the high
uranium content of the feed material.

1.4 Shipping

The material will be shipped to the White Mesa Mill in DOT 17-H, 55-gallon drums. The 55-
gallon drums will be packaged in 85-gallon steel drums to ensure prevention of any leakage or
contamination to the environment.

The material will be shipped as LSA (low specific activity) Radioactive Hazard Class 7
Hazardous Material as defined by DOT regulations. The material owner will be responsible for
properly labeling, placarding and manifesting the shipments in addition to selecting a vendor
licensed to transport the material. Each shipment will be exclusive use (i.e., the only material
on the shipment will be the uranium material).

USERS\MRR\LETTERS.97\SMA3 5B.RPT
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2.0 PROCESS

The uranium material will be added to the mill circuit in a manner similar to that used for
processing the calcium fluoride material in 1996. The uranium material will either be dumped
into a small batch tank, slurried, then pumped to the No. 2 Pulp Storage Tank, or it will be
processed through the SAG mill before being pumped to No. 2 Pulp Storage.

The pH adjustment will begin in Pulp Storage Tank No. 2 with the addition of sulfuric acid.
After initial pH adjustment, the slurry will be pumped to the leach circuit, where it will be mixed
with tailings solution for final pH adjustment. Additional sulfuric acid will be added as necessary
for pH control in the leach circuit. The solution wiM' then be transferred to the CCD circuit for
washing.

The solution will be advanced through the remainder of the mill circuitry with no anticipated
modifications to either the circuit or recovery process.
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3.0 SAFETY MEASURES

This section describes how the uranium material will be introduced into the mill circuit, and the
safety measures to be employed.

Material transported in drums will be either dumped into the mix transfer tank, or processe,
through the grizzly into the SAG mill, then pumped to the leach circuit. There are no process
changes to the mill circuit and the extraction process sequence is identical to processing
conventional uranium ore.

Employee exposure potential during initial material handling operations is expected to be no more
significant than what is normally encountered during conventional milling operations. Employees
will be provided with personal protective equipment including full-face respirators. Airborne
particulate samples will be collected and analyzed for gross alpha concentrations. If uranium
airborne concentrations exceed 25 percent of the DAC, full-face respiratory protection will be
implemented during the entire sequence of material dumping operations. Spills and splashed
material that may be encountered during this initial material processing shall be wetted and
collected during routine work activity. Sample material of the uranium material indicates it is
a [uranium carbonate complex with a measured pH of greater than 10.0]. Therefore, it is
anticipated that no unusual PPE apparel will be required other than coveralls and rubber gloves
during material handling activities. Respiratory protection will be implemented as determined.

3.1 Control of Airborne Contamination

EFN does not anticipate unusual or extraordinary airborne contamination dispersion when
processing the uranium material. The contamination potential is expected to be less than what
is normally encountered when processing conventional uranium ore. The material will be
contained in 55-gallon drums. The successive extraction process circuitry from CCD through
solvent extraction and into precipitation are all liquid processes, and the potential for airborne
contamination dispersion is minimal.

Uranium extraction proceeds through the mill circuit as if the process material were uranium ore.
As the material is dumped onto the ore transfer belt, water is sprayed into the grizzly enclosure,
which minimizes dust dispersion. As the material is transferred through the ore transfer tunnel
into the SAG mill, a water spray system along the length of the transfer belt is activated. If it
becomes more practicable to dump individual. 55-gallon drums into the mix transfer tank as in

USERS\MRR\LETrERS.97\SMA35B.RPT
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bulk processing, a water spray system on top of the mix tank will be activated. The material is
a moist cake as received (moisture content > 5 percent). Nevertheless, water spray provisions
are provided when handling individual drums or bulk material processing.

The efficiency of airborne contamination control measures during the material handling operations
will be assessed in the immediate vicinity of the mix tank and next to the grizzly enclosure.
Airborne particulate samples and breathing zone samples will be collected in those areas during
initial material processing activities and analyzed for gross alpha. The results will establish health
and safety guidelines which will be implemented throughout the material processing operations.

Personal protective equipment, including respiratory protection, will be provided to those
individuals engaged in material processing. Additional environmental air samples will be taken
at nearby locations in the vicinity of material processing activities to ensure adequate
contamination control measures are effective and that the spread of uranium airborne particulates
has been prevented.

3.2 Radiation Safety

The radiation safety program which exists at the White Mesa Mill, pursuant to the conditions and
provisions of NRC License Number SUA-1358, and applicable Regulations of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 10, is adequate to ensure the maximum protecition of the worker and
environment, and is consistent with the principle of maintaining exposures of radiation to
individual workers and to the general public to levels As Low As Reasonably Achievable
(ALARA).

3.3 Vehicle Scan

As uranium material arrives at the White Mesa Mill site, an initial radiation survey will be made
of the vehicle and contents to ensure the cargo has not sustained any leakage or rupture of
contents during transportation, and that the radiation levels are consistent with DOT requirements.
After the cargo has been offloaded at the mill site, a radiation survey of the vehicle and any
returned overpack drums will be performed consistent with standard mill procedures (Attachment
4). In general, radiation levels are in accordance with applicable values contained in the NRC
"Guidelines for Decontamination of Facilities and Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted
Use or Termination of Licenses for Byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear Material." If radiation
levels indicate values in excess of the above limits, appropriate decontamination procedures would
be implemented. However, these limits are appropriate for materials and equipment released for
unrestricted use only, and do not apply to restricted exclusive use shipments. As stated in Section
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1.4 above, the shipments of uranium material to and from the White Mesa Mill will be dedicated,
exclusive loads; therefore, radiation surveys and radiation levels consistent with DOT
requirements will be applied to returning vehicles and cargo.

USERS\MRR\LETTERS.97\SMA35B RPT
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4.0 CERTIFICATION

Laboratory analysis indicates the uranium material contains approximately [ten] percent uranium.
Processing costs to recover the uranium content from the uranium material are minimal, and the
processing of this material will be profitable to EFN. Following is the Certification that the
material is being processed primarily for recovery of uranium.



Certification of Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.
(the "Licensee")

I, Richard A. Munson, the undersigned, for and on behalf of the Licensee, do hereby
certify as follows:

1. The Licensee intends to require from the [United States Department of Energy
("DOE")] a Contract under which the Licensee will acquire certain material, in the form of
certain residues, to process at the White Mesa Uranium Mill for the recovery of uranium. The
Licensee hereby certifies and affirms that such residue material is being processed primarily for
the recovery of uranium and for no other primary purpose.

2. The Licensee further certifies and affirms that such residue material, as alternate feed
to a licensed uranium mill, is not subject to regulation as a hazardous waste as defined in the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §6901-6991 and its
implementing regulations, or comparable State laws or regulations governing the regulation of
hazardous wastes. The Licensee is obtaining such residue material as an alternate feed, consistent
with NRC guidance, for the uranium recovery process being conducted at the White Mesa Mill.

' _ , March 5, 1997
Signature Date

Richard A. Munson
Corporate Counsel
Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.

USERSW1KR\LETTERS.97\'SMA3 5 BRPT
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COTTER COHCENTRATE

OVERVIEW

Physically this material consists of a molut solid (up to 50% moisture)
with thu" principal constituents being uranium and iron, present as a carbonate
or hydr~aced (aide. Other elements include sodium, silicon, vanadLum, lead.
molybdenum, alwaltium, titanium, copper, tirconium, manganese, beryllium,
.agnesiaau, eJiver, and probably rare earths. Filter aid, added during previous
processLng, uiay contribute up to 12% of the weight of the dvy material. OrganlD
extractmanta, or theair degradation productu, may also be prevent.

This material was acquired by Hound for its unusually high concentration
of procactinl'u-231 and thorium-230. In addition, this material contains an
appreciable quantity of natural uranium. The material was obtained from the
Cotter Corporation of Golden, Colorado. Subsequently, It was determined that
the quantities of protactinium- 2 3 1 and thorium-230 which could be extracted did
not watrant I.he high processing costs. Consequently, the material is no
longer needed at Hound. Table I provides a summary of the material, and Table
II provides further analytical background information.

BACKGROUND

Beginning In 1942, the Hallinckrod, Chaoemial"ompany of St. Louis, HIssour:
proces•ed BeLgian Congo and native ores by extracting the uranium from a nitric
acid feed solution with diethyl ether. The raffinite solution was limed; the
limed 4ake wae then stored and became known as the St. Louis Residues. In 1968
the Cotter Corporation acquired these residues and began processing to rucover
the reoijdual uranium and other valuable metals in the mill located at Canon Cit:
Colorado. The Cutter process consisted of digusting the residues in sulfuric
acid, nxtracting the'uranium with di-2-ethylhexy] phosphoric acid and stripping
thie uranium, with dilute carbonate solution. The raffinste from the extraction
procesu was treated by other processes to recover copper, cobalt, and nickel.

From tevembur 1972 unctl August 1973 when processing of the St. Louis
Residuums was completed, Cotter added additional ,teps to alJust the pH of the
sulvent extaactiuo strip solution, filter off and collect the solids containing
thorium-230, protactinium-231 as well as part uf the uranit., an specified by
)tuind. At the and of the processing 1,251 drums of material had been collected
with thJe ovcra!l characteristics listed In Table I. This material, which
suabsequently became known as Cotter Concuttrate, was stored at the Cotter mill
sIte bntil 3975 when the material was transferred Into now drums and shippod tc
Hound Laboratory In Miamisburg, Ohio.

From 1975 to 1979 Mound operated a "pilot-plant scale" operation to procae
Cotter Concentrate and recover the Isotopes tboxiuw.230 awl protactiAnim-231
for DOI programs. During this time, 22 drums of Cotter* Concentrate were procai
with the uranium being accumulated as approxmatculy 500 potnds oyrslatively
pure aamonism diuranate.

-.. ~
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Appendix continued

ANALYTICAL DATA

During the collection process at Cotter, samples iere taken of each drum
for the ,leterminatlon of moisture content. Dried samples were then composited
(approxim,,ately 10 drums per composite) for uranium analyses. Thorium-230 and
protactiitium-231 analyses were performed on thesu samples at Hound Laboratory.
The resuLts along with calculated total uranium ure listed ini Table I. A few
samples were bubmitted for uranium anaiysis by auin Idependent laboratory, with
the resuLts being within expected limits of error.

There have been two events which may have changed the total uranium
slightly. During the redrusming operations at COtter, a specLal effort was
made to removu any free liquid which had suparatud from the solids. ?relijainary
tests inlicated that these liquids contained negligible amounts of uranium,
and it is believed that the total amount of uranLun was not changed during this
redcumIng. 7n addition, during Mound's processing of the 22 drums for Pa/Th
recovery,, there may have been small "process losses" of uranium. The bulk of
the uranium processed wound up il the diuranate form.

.do
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Number tif druas

Wet Weiylht

Dry Weir ht

Coutaind U 3 08

TABLE L

CHARACTERISTICS OF COTTER CONCENTRATE*
(As of Sepceuabir 1973)

1251

926,570 lb Avg 740 lb/drum

433,558 lb Avg 146 lb/drum

59,959 lb Avg 48 lb/drum

Protactinium-231 75 gram Avg 60 mg/drum

Thorium 230 13.9 kg Avg 11.1 g/drum

*These valuea do siot reflect the changes incurrud by processing 22 drums of
material at Mound.

,1
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TABLE I I

Analytical Data On Cotter Concentcatt

CompoitLe

Drumr

I-Il)

21-41)

43-56

37-7')
71-50

01-90
71-100

I - I t
101-110
31-1.20

121-130
131-140

141-150
IS1-160
361-367 me

164-1 50

tat-190
391-200 o,

201-210 *'

2131-220
221-730
231-240
241-250

2513 -z&60
261-1?1
2176-110
291-300

30 1- s310
311-3120
323-330
331-340
341-338
351-360
361-370
371-360
381-390
391-400

Dry We Ioht
( lbs)

Pa-2 3 t
(ppm)

Th-230
(ppm)

U308
(%k)

2348
2334
2413
2579
3965
3446
2516

2729
2913

3176
3339

3416
330t

3057
2735
2111
3914
2927
3174

3045
2524
3075
3195
3430
3170
4960
1074

3709

3560
3661
352o
3774
3570
364,
3660
3355
3516
3121

050
0.64

0.60
0.49
0.41
0.42
0.44
0.55
0.49

0.49
0.51
0.41
0.43
0. 43
0 .49

0.66

0.65

0.75

0.74
0.65
0.47

0.30
0.44
0.36
0.36
0.40

0.45
0.44
0. 41
0.52
0.54
0.10
0.41
0.4?
0. 46
0 .4

54
'9
63
73
56
69
76
52
.9

94
92
9t
96
vO
90

143
106

1o?

113
46

54

79
91
53
79
86

10?

at
v 4

69

103
90

'4
610
9'
514
52

1 .32
2.65
1.11
0.6

15.150

6.30
034

35.11

14.64

1 2. 90
S 10

16.50

14.46

7.96
7.17

4.16

6.12
1.72

14.t0
16 *45

12.91
14.15
12.12

15.44
19 .25

11.06
13.24
23 .02
11.66

14.33
15.60
17.34

17.01
15.41
15.26

31
67

123
2331
323
220
2310
297
440

465
430
478
525
504
396
lot
312
21 )
132

199
162
440
526
444
475
621
763
7I1

537
467
805
591
132 I
169
631
604
542
536

U306
(Ibs)

/

~*1
-U



f01 -910
951 -920
9251-930..
931-940
941o-910
95 1-9b9
960-970

9? 1-960

99 1-14100

1001-1010
1011--10U0
3021-1030
1031-.1040
1041-1(150-
1051- 1560

1061-1570
1071-11280
1081-1090
1091-3 100

4120
4286
4215

3650
4101
3678
45S4
4246
3629
3350

3600

3326
3726
3801

3723
3739
3630
3367

3671

4632

5636
3664
3340
5531
5640

379,
390%

3413
3064
3027

3394
3259

0.36

0.34
0.36

0.24
0 .30
0.30

0. 23
0. 30
0 .27
0.29

0.33
0.32
0. 42
0.41

0.3?

0.48
0.52
0.45

0. 43
0. 46

6?
69
39

61
62
5,

48
63
59
63

72

67
'6
'5

36

72
66
73
72

13.51
14 12
12 77

12 33

13 03
13 42
12 04
12 77
12 12
14 12

15.2Z
12.8

14.33

17.77

14.15

16.55
13 .66
13 .11
12 59
11 31

12.51
14.46
13 29

53.73
6t.5?
25.67

27.44
20.33

10.45
9.90

10 74

131.7
6.20

142
605
533

482
534
494
548

542
440
473

564
421

534
690
527

619
496
463
443
413

1301-1114
t 1.15-1 130
1131-1140
1541-1150
1353-1165

1166-11t0
1151-1 190
1191-1200

1201-1210
1211-1220

1221-1230
1231-1240
1241- 1251

0.41
0.40
0.35
0.35
0.29
0.20
0. i9
0.22

0.19
0.16
0.14
0.03
0.30

75

77
69
74
64

45
53

23
22
22
25
22

604
544
43?

527
916

1499
1042

794

357
304.
325
39P
202"

so Divas
3163

201.0

preO44s6eilor radleleetepes:
thru e130;. 31675
thc, #to?; 1194.

I I
p1
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Department of Energy ("DOE")
Letter to EFN



Department of Energy
Nevada Operations Office

4R 0 Box 98518
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8518

JAN 29 W7

Michelle R. Rehmann, Environmental Manager
Energy Fuels Nuclear, Incorporated
Three Park Central, Suite 900
1515 Arapahoe Street
Denver, CO 80202

STATUS OF COTTER CONCENTRATES RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND
RECOVERY ACT DESIGNATION

Enclosed are two letters regarding the waste classification status of the Cotter Concentrate.
The first letter dated December 31, 1996, is from the DOE Nevada Operations Office (DOE/NV)
to Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (NDEP) requesting the removal of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) "listed" waste code. The second letter dated
January 13, 1997, is NDEP's response to the DOE/NV letter indicating their concurrence with the
removal of the "listed" RCRA waste codes. A brief overview of the information exchanged
leading to this conclusion follows.

In January 1995, DOE/NV determined it no longer had a use for the Cotter Concentrate, it
declared the concentrate to be a waste. The Cotter Concentrate had been determined to be a
"characteristic" RCRA waste because of its selenium content and high pH. The waste was also
assumed to be a "listed" waste because of the presence of solvents. However, further
investigation into the regulatory status determined [based on a December 6, 1988, EPA
Memorandum (enclosed)] that Cotter Concentrate never qualified for the RCRA "listed" waste
codes for spent solvents. As indicated in the second bullet, on the second page of the EPA
memorandum "Those aqueous waste streams which result from liquid-liquid extraction steps
involving solvents are considered process waste streams and as such, do not meet the listing
description for spent solvent streams." Therefore, DOE/NV had erroneously applied the RCRA
"listed" waste codes to the Cotter Concentrate. Based on this information and since the Cotter
Concentrate never qualified as a listed waste, DOE/NV requested concurrence from NDEP to
remove the inappropriate RCRA "listed" waste codes.

The January 13, 1997 letter, NDEP has concurred that the RCRA "listed" waste codes can be
removed from the Cotter Concentrate (see Page 2, Item 5, the first two paragraphs). NDEP
indicates, in their opinion, that with the removal of the RCRA "listed" waste codes, the Cotter
Concentrate"... meets the alternative feed guidance requirements... " Although, the RCRA
"listed" waste codes have been removed, the toxicity (for selenium) and corrosivity (for high pH)
hazardous waste "characteristic" RCRA waste codes still apply to the Cotter Concentrate.



Michelle R. Rehmann -2- JAN 2 9 1997

The NDEP is requiring DOE/NV to manage the Cotter Concentrate as "characteristic" RCRA
waste while stored on site at the Nevada Test Site, until such time that it can be demonstrated that
the concentrates have a beneficial use. Such a demonstration would be". . . documentation that
Energy Fuels Nuclear, Incorporated has amended their Source Material License to accept the
Cotter Concentrate as alternative feed. . . " Once this documentation has been provided to
NDEP, they will,". .. under state authority, which'includes federally delegated authority...
formally declare the Cotter Concentrate be non-RCRA regulated material..., " meaning they
will consider the Cotter Concentrate to no longer be a waste, but rather a commercial product
that is not subject to RCRA regulations.

If you have any questions on the subject matter, please contact Colleen T. OLaughlin, of my staff,
at (702) 295-0648.

WMD:CTO Waste Managem Divison

Enclosures:
As stated

cc w/encls:
H. R. Roberts, EFN, Denver, CO
R. A. Munsen, EFN, Denver, CO
W. M. Deal, EFN, Blanding, UT
P. J. Liebendorfer, NDEP, Carson City, NV
Chuck Bulik, NDEP, Las Vegas, NV
J. L. Cowley, BN, Mercury, NV
B. R. Bowlby, BN, Las Vegas, NV
M. J. Krauss, BN, Mercury, NV
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Attachment 2

Proposed Approach for Preparation of Request to the U.S. NRC to Amend
Source Material License SUA-1358 to Allow Processing of
Cotter Concentrate at White Mess Mill, Blending, Utah

(continued)

'ASS•rNONS

• EFN will be responsible for costs of application preparation and submittal, including
communications and meeting with the NRC.

DOE will reimburse EFN for costs of NRC amendmcnt review fees, which EFN estimates
will range from $40,000 to $50,000.

EFN will draw upon the technical and regulatory support provided by DOE and the DOE
contractor in preparation of the amendment application.

* DOE will complete review of the drft amendment application and provide comments to

M within 30 days of receipt of the draf

An estimate of the time required to amend the license includes:

. Draft Appilcation preparation: 30 days
* DOE review/comment: 30 days
* R•vise/submlt to NRC: 30 days
S Comments fom NRC: 30 days
. Respond to NRC commens; receive amendment: 60 days

Resulting in a total amendment time of approximately six months.

The NRC does not provide advance estimates of cots associated with license'amendment
request reviews. The assumed cost of $40,000 to $50,000 is based on average costs to EFN of
previous license amendments. For nuclear material licenses, NRC fees for amendments to
licenses arm based upon full coots of the review, using professional staff-hour rates which are, for
FY 1996, $120 per hour (10 CFR Part 170,20). The fees are invoiced quarterly, during the last
month of each quarter. EFN will request that NRC set up a separate cost account for the Cotter
Concentrate amendment review, and will provde DOE with copies of the quarterly invoices from
the NRC. EFN, as the licensee, will make direct payment to the NRC out of fiunds advanced to
EFN for this purpose by DOE or the DOE designee.

Fq.3
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Federal Facilty Compliance Act

Fiscal Year 1997 First Quarter Meeting

Adtion Item Summary

Novembe 13, 196

I. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) will provide the Lead-Contaminard Soil
andalydca results to the Nevada Division of EnvironnmnW Protection (NDEP).
Date: End of November 1996.

2. DOE will provide the Solvent Sludge analytical results to NDEP justiung Solvent Sludge
is hawdous waste and not mixed. Dae: End of November 1996.

3. NDEP will provide a letter to DOE indicating Solvent Sludge will be deleted ftom the Site
Treatment Plan (STi) and the Consent Order (CO). Date: Dependent upon rucept of.
Itom Number 2.

4. DOE will review the Savannah RivWuWas Acceptmn Critera and provide a curboty
determination ofits applicability to the TTF and PCB organic waste stream . Dam A
stat report of taivity wiUM be provided during the FY7 Second Quarter Maeft.

S. A flow chart and/or detailed description ofthe Land-Conaminated Soil waste strum
status will be included in the FY97 First Quarter metin minutea. Date: End of
November 1996.

6. DOE will request the Wllowing inbmiation be provided by the Sdmcond Ecology Group
(SEG) to NDEP:
- A description of the bulk lad reIellng proem.
- A discussion of materials similar to the bulk lad that SEG has processed in the

past.
- A statement fhm SEG assoring they a• poces this material.

7. If NDEP believes the informtion provided In Item Number 6 Is adequate. they will submit
a letter to DOE agreeing with DOE's assrtion that the bulk lead is recyclable scrap mew
and should be deled fan the ST? and the CO. Date: Once the bulk lead material is
ready to be shipped.

8. NDEP will. provide a letter to DOE to delete the Shipping C&ak f1,m the CO.

9. DOE will provide a letter to NDEP indicating the CO and the STi compliance dates for
Cotter Concentrate Populations A and B will be held In abeyance while negotiations are
underway with Bnergy Fuels Nuclear (EFN). Dae to complete the EFN scivity will be
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provided after the November 20, 1996 meeting with interested parde. The letter will,
present Populations A and B as functloialy the same u feedstock materiaL and request
the lined cateory from Population B be removed once EFN tases to do m.

10. NDEP agreed to delete the entire Cotter Conetrsate waste stream after the amendment
to EFN's Nuclear Regulatory Commison license has been approved.

II. Ifthe Record of Decision is not publshed and the construction of the Wise Examnation
Facility may be delayed. DOE and NDEP agrad to initiate communication within a week
or so prior to Christmas to discu the possulty of so eaensiom

12. NDEP will provide a letter to DOE indicating the RCRA trainin course resulting from
the T2 Lead violation is adequate and meets the requirmen set forth In the violion,
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Ezpedited Tretment of Cotter Comcmtmte At ZEuWry Fuels Nuclr
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u1WITED STATES |0YJNOMMNITAL PROTICT IO6 AGINCY

RDB No, 306

OEC 6 988

SIIJECT: Regulatory Status Of soIVerit-ContsMinste= WuXteatreams
from a Pharmaceutical Manufacturer.

;R.CM: Devereaux Barnes, Director
CharaCteritatiao and Assessment Division (05-330)

7. * Arthur Maretta, IZC Control Program
water Division, Region V (SWD-TU5-9)

This .memormndum is i. response to your request for
-ese.-mina•icfn of the regulatory status of aqueous wastestreaff.s
generated at an Upjohn Company pharmaceutical facility in
Kalamazoo, MI. 1l1 anSwers are based on our best understanding
of the process flovsheots which you sent and the information
which you provided over the telephone to my staff.

The spent solvent listings cover those streams that are
used to Solubilize or mobilize other constituents (xJLA, for
degreasing or fabric scouring, as diluents, extractants,
reaction and synthesis media, and similar uses) and through
such use, have become contaminated to the extent that they must
be reclaimed prior to further use or reuse% See 50 El 53315,
December 31. 1915.

Use as a reactant or an ingredient in the Manufacture or
formulation of a covmercisl chemical product is not classified
as.a solvent use for the purpose of the RCRA hazardous waste
listings FOOL - FOOS, Therefore, spent materials from these
',non-solvente uses do not meet the listing descriptions for
spent solvents. Also, process wastes that become contaminated
with small amounts of solvents during processing are not within
tlhe scope of the spent solvent listings. An example of this is
an aqueous effluent from a liquid-liquid extraction step, in
which a solvent has been used to extract a product from the
water and the water becomes contaminated with small sounts 'of
solvent. In this example, the solvent is removed with the
product and the solvent-contaminated water Is not a sPent

. * cew--e- w'g . . I•L
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Based on our review of the data submitted, we have made the
following determinations:

o Aii streams being sent to disposal wells from the acetone,
methanoi, and methylene chloride recovery processes (pp. A,
is, c, and D) either meet the listing description for spent
solvents or are residuals derived from the treatment of
spent SOlvents and therefore should be designated as an £PA
hazardous waste (TOO1 - OOS).

o Those aqueous streams which result from liquid-liquid
extraction' steps involving solvents are consi4ered process
wastestreams and as such, do not meet the listing
description for spent so)vant streams (see above).

o rilter press effluents such as the one exiting the unit
designated "ST-1100 (p. 2-1) are considered spent solvent
streams-because they consist of a solvent that was used as
a carrier for the product in the filtration step. However,
fiter press effluents, such as the one exiting the filter
designated VIR-0 (p. 4-2) afe process waitevater strOaeM.
not spent solvent streams, because water was introduced
into the production process as the carrier for tht produc:
in filtration. Zn this configuration, the soavent was
removed prior to filtration; the small quantity of solvent
remaining in the system does not render the wastewater
filter press effluent a spent solvent.

o Rinse wastewaters, such as those from product or equipment
rinsing steps (pp. .1-3, 1-1) are not considered spent
solvents because they ase process streams which may have
become contaminated with organic solvents.

klthough a particular vaste stream may not meet the listing
description for spent solvents, it may be hasardous it exhibits
one or more of the hazardous characteristics described in
to CFR 261.20-261.24. Certain states may also have special
restrictions on the disposal of solvent-contaminated
wastestreams.

Tmnx you for your~nquiry. if you.have any further

questions, please contact Ron Josephson at M~S 475-6715.

httachments

cc: Zric Callisto, OW/ODW (WW-S50)
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Letter from Paul Liebendorfer, State of Nevada,
Division of Environmental Protection,

to Runore C. Wycoff, Waste Management Division, DOE



STATE OF NEVADA "7
PETER G. MORROS. Directr BOB MILLER Wast • .Mangement
LH. DODCION. Administratr Goternor Correctw A.ctions

1702 687467021 Federal Facilities
702) 687-4670 Facsimele 885-0868

TDD 6874678 .

Administration Air Quality
Mining Regulation and Reclamation Water Quality Planning
Water Pollution Control Facahnii, 687-396

Frcsbid 687-5856

Addrss Reply to: DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES 3oWated Nt:
Capitld Ccouples 333 W. N) La..

Ca.--City.NV89710 DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION Car.. City..N 81710

Capitol Complex

Carson City, Nevada 89710

January 13, 1997

Runore C. Wycoff, Director
Waste Management Division
U.S. Department of Energy
Nevada Operations Office
P.O. Box 98518
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8518

RE: Administrative Deadlines for Receipt of Documentation Mandated
by the Federal Facilities Compliance Act Consent Order

The Nevada Division of Environmental Protection concurs that
the December 31, 1996 administrative deadlines outlined in the
Federal Facilities Compliance Act Consent Order (FFCAct CO) have
been met. The five waste streams affected by this deadline are
listed below with comments regarding NDEP's current regulatory
stance.

1) Area 12 Solvent Sludae
The documentation supporting the determination that the Area 12
Solvent Sludge is a hazardous waste without a radioactive component
has been reviewed and the Division concurs with DOE. Per Part XI.3
of the FFCAct CO the Solvent Sludge must be transferred to the
Hazardous Waste Storage Unit (HWSU) or shipped off-site within 30
days of receipt of this concurrence.

2) & 3) PCB Soil and S
The Division concurs that the sampling required by the deadline
date has been completed. Although written approval from the
receiving site is not required until June 30, 1997, DOE/NV should
keep NDEP apprised of the DOE/OR's status with regard to acceptance
of the analytical data as well as providing a DOE/OR point of
contact for the management of these wastes.

a) T2 Lead Cylinders
The Division reserves judgement as to whether the T2 lead

cylinders can be recycled. At this time the subject wastes are
classified as hazardous waste, specifically mixed waste. Therefore
off-site shipments must be manifested as hazardous waste and sent
to a site capable of receiving hazardous wastes. Further
discussion and research is necessary before a final decision is
made on this issue.

0.,1 ,i



Runore C. Wycoff, Director
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b) Spent Batteries
DOE should keep NDEP informed of the progress of negotiations
with off-site facilities.

c) Lead Shot
NDEP concurs that the lead shot waste stream may be managed
under the FFCAct Lead-Contaminated Soil waste stream.

5) Cotter Concentrate
NDEP concurs that the F001 and F005 codes can be removed from the
Cotter Concentrate waste stream on the basis that the Cotter
Concentrate is a process waste contaminated with solvents.
For our records, NDEP requests copies of representative
documents through which the process knowledge was obtained by
DOE/NV to make this determination.

Although the listed waste codes will be dropped, the portion
of the Cotter Concentrate waste stream which is a characteristic
hazardous waste remains subject to management as a mixed waste
regulated under the FFCAct CO.

Reclassification of the Cotter Concentrate as exhibiting only
a characteristic of hazardous waste meets the alternative feed
guidance requirements described in the October 24, 1996 letter
from Harold R. Roberts, President of Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.
(EFN) to Runore C. Wycoff, Director, Waste Management Division,
U.S. Department of Energy, Nevada Operations Office, therefore, EFN
should pursue amendment of their NRC license to accept alternate
feed material.

Upon receipt of documentation that EFN has amended their
Source Material License to accept the Cotter Concentrate as
alternate feed, NDEP, under State authority, which includes
federally delegated authority for these determinations, will
formally declare the Cotter Concentrates to be non RCRA regulated
material and available for release as feed material to EFN.

Questions concerning these issues should be directed to Chuck
Bulik in the Las Vegas office at 486-2874.

Sincerely,_ , /

Paul J•Lre~endor r, P.E.
Chief
Bureau of Federal Facilities

PJL/CB/db

cc: Ken Hoar, Director, DOE/EPD
H.R. Roberts, President, Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc., Denver, CO
M.L. RehmmwW Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc., Denver, CO
J.B. Walker, NWPO, Carson City, NV



ATTACHMENT 4

Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.
White Mesa Mill

Equipment Release/Radiological Survey Procedure
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

RDB No. 306

DEC 6 1988

SUBJECT: Regulatory Status ot Solvent-Contaminated Wastestreams
from a Pharmaceutical Manufacturer

-RCM: Devereaux Barnes, Director
Characterization and Assessment Division (OS-330)

TO: Arthur Moretta, UIC Control Program
Water Division, Region V (5WD-TUB-9)

This nemorandum is in response to your request for
feterminaticn of tte regulatory status of aqueois wastestreams
generated at an Upjohn Company pharmaceutical facility in
Kalamazoo, MI. All answers are based on our best understanding
of the process flowsheets which you sent and the information
which you provided over the telephone to my staff.

The spent solvent listings cover those streams that are
used to solubilize or mobilize other constituents (eq, for
degreasing or fabric scouring, as diluents, extractants,
reaction and synthesis media, and similar uses) and through
such use, have become contaminated to the extent that they must
be reclaimed prior to further use or reuse.. See 50 ER 53315,
December 31. 1985.

Use as a reactant or an ingredient in the manufacture or
formulation of a commercial chemical product is not classified
as.a solvent use for the purpose of the RCRA hazardous waste
listings FOOl - FOGS. Therefore, spent materials from these
"non-solvent" uses do not meet the listing descriptions for
spent solvents. Also, process wastes that become contaminated
with small amounts of solvents during processing are not within
the scope of the spent solvent listings. An example of this is
an aqueous effluent from a liquid-liquid extraction step, in
which a solvent has been used to extract a product from the
water and the water becomes contaminated with small amounts of
solvent. In this example, the solvent is removed with the
product and the solvent-contaminated water is not a spent
. .. .eOCCU S = ,en
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Based on our review of the data submitted, we have made the
following determinations:

0 All streams being sent to disposal wells from the acetone,
methanol, and methylene chloride recovery processes (pp. A,
9, C, and D) either meet the listing description for spent
solvents or are residuals derived from the treatment of
spent solvents and therefore should be designated as an EPA
hazardous waste (rOO1 - F005).

o Those aqueous streams which result from liquid-liquid
extraction steps involving solvents are considered process
wastestreams and as such, do not meet the listing
description for spent solvent streams (see above).

o Filter press effluents such as the one exiting the unit
designated "ST-110" (p. 2-1) are considered spent solvent
streams because they consist of a solvent that was used as
a carrier for the product in the filtration step. However,
filter press effluents, such as the one exiting the fliter
designated "F-0 (p. 4-2) are process wastewater streams.
not spent solvent streams, because water was introduced
into the production process as the carrier for the product
in filtration. In this configuration, the solvent was
removed prior to filtration; the small quantity of solvent
remaining in the system does not render the wastewater
filter press effluent a spent solvent.

o Rinse wastewaters, such as those from product or equipment
rinsing steps (pp. 1-3, 2-1) are not considered spent
solvents because they are process streams which may have
become contaminated with organic solvents.

Although a particular waste stream may not meet the listing
description for spent solvents, it may be hazardous if exhibits
one or more of the hazardous characteristics described in
40 CFR 261.20-261.24. Certain states may also have special
restrictions on the disposal of solvent-contaminated
wastestreams.

Thank you for your inquiry. If you have any further
questions, please contact Ron Josephson at FTS 475-6715.

Attachments

cc: Eric Callisto, OW/ODW (WH-550)



ATTACHMENT 3

Letter From Runore C. Wycoff, Waste Management Division, DOE,
to Paul Liebendorfer, State of Nevada,
Division of Environmental Protection
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Department of Energy A4 e. ÷
Neva=a Operatons Office

P Q an 95518
Las Vega& NV 89193,8518

Paul 3. LU~bWuidoI. PE.L Chief
Bumu offeda FadEteu
Division of Environmental Protecdon
State of Novak
333 West Nye Lane
Carson City, NV 89710

ABEYANCE OF THE FEER.AL FACIITY COMPLIANCE ACT CONSENT ORDER

DEADLINES FOR COTTER CONCENTRATE POPULATIONS A AND B

Durng the Federal Fici*iy Compliance Act (FFCAct) Fiscal Year 1997 First Quarter Meeting
held November 13. 199. the DOE Nevada Opertions, Office (DOE/V) arnd the Nevada
Division of Environmenul Protection (NDEP) sgeed to hold In abeyance the deadlines

established in the F'FCAct Consent Order fbr wase streams Coater Concentrate Populiaons A

and B while negotiations wes undarway with EneuV Fuels Nuclear. incoqorptid (EFN)
(Enclosumre 1). Action item number 9 resultinlg fOm the First Quarter Meeting
(Enclosure 2) required DOE/NV to provide a letter to NDEFP. sing the apeement to hold the

deadlines in ebeyance, and to provide daes (Enclosure 3) by which the EFN•s Nuclear Replatory

Corrnmsmion (IN~RC 11acm.. will be amended and the Cotter Concentrae will be over pscacd and
shipped to H ffor urmdn wtratiu Action kean iumb d9 o required DOEIMV to presut
both Populatios of Cotter Conceram as festock m dtrial si to request ad provide
supporing documentadon to NDEP to remove the livted hazardous waste identifications FOO

and F00 (for carbon tetrachioride and 2,butanone) from Cotter Concentrate Population B. The

infomiition presented hadi corpletes the requirements listed for this action item for DOE/INV.

Cotter Concentrate. Idendfied u mixed waste i hi Nevada Tret Site,-.Site rT meun PIlan

(STP). is uranium ore that has been in the DOE inventory as stratejgc material for the past

decade. The material was last procsed at the DOE Mound ft£kw for urniumf thorium. &nd

protacttulm extrau-on, The Cotter ConenMtM was aent to the Nevada Test Site (NTS) for

nomle in 1987. The long-term Intent for the material had bee to reproces the ore for

additional uranium extrcdon for use in the DOE weapons progrpu. The suspension oflarge

scde weapons production operations msulted in the declaration of the material as wate in

January 1995. and due to the praetnce of charmaeristic and listed hazardous waste constituens
and radionuclideL the wase has bee identified as mixed waste.

In January 1994. Cotter Concentrate was divided Into two separate populations for the purpose of

characterization due to different chemical procesdng operaions performed on the two

populations. Cotter Concentrate Population A consisted of 1236 drums of material that were all
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processed in the same fashion. These 1:36 drums were determined througn process knowledge
:o include selenium above the Toxicity Characteristic Leacnate Procedure i TCLP) regulatory
:hreshold and a pH in excess of l . . Cotter Concentrate Population B consisted of eight drums
,hat had undergone additional processing at Mound to exract uranium. thorium, and protactinium,
from the mterial. During sampling and analysis, Population 8 was determined to contain carbon

tetrachloride Wad 2-butanone. listed hLardous wate constiuen: thereore. Cotter Concentrate

Population B was declared a mixed waste exhibiting both the characteristic of a hazardous waste

(selenium and an elevated pH) and the listed waste designations FOOI (carbon tetrachloride) and
F00S (2-butanomne). The concentrations of carbon tetrnchloride ranged from 0.014 to 580-ppm in
six of the eight drumn of waste and from 0.015 to 2.6 ppm 2-bumnone in tvo of the eight drums.

Through further investigation. DOEN•V has determined through process knowledge that carbon

tetrachloride had been used during uranium, thorium, and protactinium extraction. The process
consisted of disslving 2 drums of Cotter Concentrate in nintic aid and then solvem-solvent
extractions tvarious solvents in carbon tetrachoride) were used to extract the'uranium. thorium.

and protactinium. The uranium. thorium and protactinium were then stripped ftrm the solvent
phase with ammo.ium hydroxide (uranium) and oxalic acid (thorium and protactinium). The
uranium phase was convened to uranium oxide which comprises three of the eight drums of
Population B. The remaining fiv drums of Population B consist of an acid aqueous waste that

had been collected in a sump and solidified during the processing of the 2. drums of rmarerial.
The process was suspended when the organic solvents became contaminated. The process was
ended permaneuly when it wu determined that the extractions could not be performed
economically. The spent solvents from the process were mixed with absorbent and packaged into
30-gallon drums 1or disposal and were not included in the material shipped to the NTS.

DOlV recn ly inv tgated whether wastes that have been slllgtly contaminated during
soiven-soiven extraction processes with organics identified a listed huzrdous %%=te
constituents must be idedfied as lited hazardous wastes. In a December 6. 1913. memorandum.
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency I EPA) (Enclosure 4) determined that "aqueous
streams which result from liquid-liquid extraction steps involving solvents are considered process
%-ame streams and as such. do not meet the listing description for spent solvent streams.' Thus.
the five drums of Population B which consist of-the acid aqueous %aste that still contain uranium
109. 1.7 percent are not listed hazardous wastes since this was an aqueous stream resulting
from liquid4iquid exmaction.

In addition the EPA memorandum states that "process wastes which become contaminated with
smaldl amounts of solvents dunng processing are not within the scope of the spent solvent
listings." Since the three remaining drums of Population B consist of uranium oxide which was
precipitated ftom the solvent using ammonium hydroxide. DOEFV/ Considers these wastes to be
"proces wate which became contaminated with small amounts of solvents" and. therefore. not

listed wastes.
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The oniv listed waste generated from this processing pe'ormed at N ound wouid have been the
ipent solvents which were solidified with absoroent. drummed into 30-gallon drums. over packed
into ..- gallon dr=sL and staged for off-site disooW by the Mound t&cili .

DOENV has determined after further invedigadon of the material processing history and EPA
repuatory stanes on. solvent-solvent extraction processe that six of the eight drum containing
Cotter Concetme Population B material should be reclausifled ua cmhntinnhl only characteristic
hazardous waste constimmu. These six drums exhibit hazardous waste charactistics bused on
the TCLP contm of selenium (DO 10 - selednumn and corrosivity I D002 - pH). The remainng
two drums are merly solid waste since the pH and selenium content of these wases are within
the deflning regulatory limits for hazardous waste constituents.

With the reclassification of these eight drums as either characteristic hazardous wastes or solid
wates. they wvll now be combined into one population with the approximately 1236 drums of
Cotter Concente material which were pre~iously defined a characenstic hazardous wasts., All
of these residues will be reclassified from the waste category to altenaive feed material (or
feedstocc) in conjunction with DOE/NV's anticipated shipping of the material to EFN for
recycling (i.e.. Lirnum etraction). The classufication offeedstocic is defined by the NRC (NRC
is the EFN regulasory oversight agency) as material other natuwa ore which still meets the
definition of ore. This definition of ore is U follows "Ore is natural or native matter that may be
mined and treated for the extraction of an of its constituens or any other matter from which
source materia is emracted in a licensed uranium or thorium ado." When sent to EFN for
addidoi uranium a tracion, the Cotter Concentrate qualifies a -any other matter from which
source material Is extracted in a licensed uranium.., mill."

.RC salows the processing of feedstock which contains characteristic hazardous waste
Monst::uents Iel., the Cotter Concentrate), Thus the reclassiulcation or'the Cotter Concentrate as

fteedsso&CO shipmnMt to EFN as fitcock. processing by EFN for uranium (source material)
.xtraction. and disposal of any residues at EFN will be performed upon approval b' the NRC of

EFPN license amendment for this acthiiy'.

DOE N'A is requesting written agreement from NDEP regarding removal of the FOOI and FOOS
from the Population 8 materiai io that all oethe Cotter Concentrate may be shipped to EF, for
processing.

*r vou have any questions or comments concerning this issue, pieae contact Colleen T.
O'Laughlin. o" my statt at 7,'A :95-.0646

. unore•COVycott Xrector .
%VMfD.CTO ý Waste !iaeatD'soc'44
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Enclosurm:
As suaed

cc W/encd:
1. B. WaUm. NWPO, Cation City. NV
Cbuck Builk NDEP. Lau Vsas, NV
Ricad VWll, U.S. EPA, Regon IX, San Francis, CA
H. I. Roberts, Eur PAds Nulear, Inc., DPEM, CO
M. X. Rebnam, EnrU Fuls Nuclear, I=c., Devm', CO
I. L. Cowley, BN, Memouy, NV
M. 3. nruisu, RN, meraar, NV
B. IL Bowiby, 8N, Las Vegas NV

bet w/ends:
S. S. Pase, DOE/HQ (EM.36) TREV
S. A. Hujdw OCC, DOENV, Los Vegas, NV
P. A. Suademr,, . DOEMUU Yq. NV
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October 24, 1"6 "

Ms. 5unore C. Wycoff, DU retor

United StAs Deparuet of Energy
Nevada OpeMiow Office
Waste Manaement Division
2621 Lum Road
North Las VePs, NV 89030

.a: - Procsing of Cotter Concentrats

Dea ML WycoM.

The PtX of this leaer is to advise you thst Ewa Fuels Nuclm, Inc. ("FNw) ho
determined, based on bench-scale tests that it is feasible to proesm the Cotter Concentrat, at the.
EFN White Mesa Uranium MNO for Source Mateial coGtent and to M-zmfinal the key points
involved in obtaining approval firm the United States Nuclear Regulaoy Commisso ("NRC)
to process this material.

1. Data wlhuation

EFN requested from DOE analytical data on the radlolsotoplc and organic constituent
content of the Cotter Coenatte, u well a process knowledp, to easur thst (1) the material
may be acqct by M under the terms of or Soure Material License issued by the NRC; and
(2) the material meets the criteri for accepumce a alrn feed to a licensed uranium milL
DOE conducted analyticl work on repPesentat-ve srmples of the Cotter Concentrate to provide
us with the requested data. The radlotoplc snalyses m Incomplete, but based on the pocem
information made aaiable by DOE at this *m It appea's that th uranium Is eih deplet
nor enriche and can, tefo% be accepted by de MWll. We also reviewed the organic analyes
and identified a law under the provisions of the Final Pgaitio wI Qldam oan the Uu of
Uranium bfll Feed )W4aIdi Oth'rThan Nural Otm (Fedaer Register Volume 60, No. 184,
September 22,199i . NRC) (7alteate foed guidanw). The alernae feed guidance recomuwermda
ta feed material containing hazmdous wste listed inde Subpart D If 261.30-33 of 40 CM
not be approved for processing at a licensed uranium mill, but provides that "If the licensee can
show that the proposed feed malarial does no contain a listed hazrdous wat, this iw is
resolved'. The altera feed guldae ther provides ft eed -material exhibiting only a
characteristic of hwArdous wst (isnitable, corrosive, reactive, 'toxic) would be approved for
recycling and extraction of source material. A copy of the altenwe feed guidance is included
as Attachment I.

WIN,
mlf

vms
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Ms. Runore C. Wycoff, Director
October 24, 1996
Page 2

As we have discussed, And based on te alternate feed guida the detection of certain
orgnic constituents rases the question of whetw or not the constituents could cause the matral
to be classified u a "Usted wute', a defined in 40 CFR 261.30-33. Two detted consttuen
1,l,1-trichlorocthae And tetrechloroethylene, Are listed In thes reguLat . We udestand thao
DOE has considered this qu Ation and etmied, based on prces ." owledge aW volumn
consideratonS, that the Cotter Conceamte does not conain a lited haridous w.f We £lso
undsaM that you will provide us with a written sunm ry of dteA dtonlnadon for us in the
NRC amendment application proces.

2. Amengbilttv Tluting At White He" MWll

initial amenability tests conducted by EFN at White Men MiU in favorable for economlo
recovery of the uranium.

3. NRC Source Materal Llemg Amendment

Our acceptae or the Cotter Concentrate, of course, em md•ect to mview And
approval by the NRC of an Application to amen•d our Source Mateiai Licene, which will allow
the Mill to Accept And prcu this prtcula l a te feed. The Mill Is urnty licensed to
process orn for source matial cott, ande Cotter Concentra moe the NRC definition of
*ore' in the alternate fad g•uldnce:

*Ore is a natural or Mai matter tha may be mined and trted for the exteaon
of any of In constituents or any other matter fiom which soure material is
extracted in a licensed uranium or thorium mill".

EFN has recently received amendmew ftm NRC to proa ote altena feed
materials, and we can confrm the obvious that a complete, concis ameadmet reque submittal
enhances NRC's abity to respond in a timely manmer. As we have I discued, E will be
responsible for preparing mod submitting the amendmen applicatiom, end requau that DOE
provide ftmdlng to cover the cot of the NRC review fees, which w expmct to be in the S40,000
to S50,000 rangs. We would coordinate the applicatom effort with DOE to asu= Inclusion of
relevant data. Attac n 2 detl a proposed approach for prparatio of a license amndment
application for acceptanc of the Cotter Concemte a alterste feed aterW .

4. Schedule for NRC Liee Amendmmn

The issuance of Alternate feed amendments from NRC for the White Men Mill ha
typically taken from six to nine months Those amendmen, however, were Issued prior to the
developmegt of dh altMr feed guidance, And NRC ha expresed optimism tha the guidance
will reduce review And approval time& We would request that NRC Attempt to repond to the
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anendment request with comments with•n 30 days of submittsl. Depending on the complexity
of the commer, subsequent review and Issw of the license aneudment could be
accomplished within 30 to 60 days. This could result in a total review and approval time of
approximIly three months Ater application MAbmilual to the NRC, Assumingd tha the
amendment application can be prepared in 30 das with 30 days for DOE to provide cmmen
and for EFN to revise and submit t the NRC, a total projected time fr th application phpa
would then be six months Attachment 2 lists assumptions concerning a schedule for application
preparation and approval.

S. Acceotant e of the Cottar Conpontrste at Whits Ma MMl

The White Mesa Ursum Millw,oate approximately six miles Mh of Bindinhg Utah,
has adequate secured storage space to unload and tempomraly store (pendn pmei the
1,236 drums of Cotter Concentrate, DOE will be responsible for shipping th d&tmnn M will
require that the twinks used In transport pas a radlologlc scan before exiting our restricted 20M,
in compliance with the tCr=s of our N= licene and procedum.

We look forward to meeting with you in November to discus the project and hopefNly
finalize plas.

Very tly yours,

Harold R. Robert

HRR/pI
Atuchmlnts

cc: Michelle L ItRhmann
William N. Deal
Richard A. Munson
Ronald E. Butg
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rwclima,,,, or the wains, impouadwrAn by demonstrating Comnpliance with the roclamdon a;W
closure critsti' ofrpp@'41 A of 10 CFR tat 40.

1. The 1 le.(2) licame must provide documentation ., approv b the aRioal
.,ow-L.,l Wut Compact In whose Jwludiction the vwa oste ingm u well a approval by the

Compact in hos juidiction the disposea site is located.

9. The Deportment of Enewg (DOE) and the State In which the Waling hmommn is
loatd. &W~ad be Iformod Oa the Nuclear Ragulasoty CommisnIlndlnp a& d prpwd
action, with a mques: to concur withi~n 120 days A cownwurne and com-wPI~u "inw either
DOE oa the State to take tide to the tailings impoundment Ater clorsre must be received beforPsrtini th license amendmen 1o th l.1.(2) licensee.

10. TU mechanim to audior the dispsa of non. 11 aon. II#uct mai In a tailings
110• is an armndaun to the mill U60 under I 0 C'v.Psa 40, autborsLq the rw,•ix

of the matraW &and Its Adizoul. Additioally. an wxmrtlo to the requi'matof1FR Part
61, w tder dhe euthor 1.6, mum be nd. (If the WiLmp "I loa in anAgov t SuM, vdil o,',- $I WNW I~cbn sMhat the Staw mup take ap m actio
to exempt &h non. 1#4e2) byprouc IatWai ftg"M f U low-leve W actin
amneadwent awd Ithe p61.6 exemption shoutd be siupp&We with a taff analysis addnsualn she
issues discussed in thi guidance.
Find Poeldoo end Odance on the Use of Unilum Mill Feed Mawla Odw Than Natural Om

Staff Mrvwin lk- .. P quems to 4 o Alternate reendmata (mMM odtr ta atul
ore) in utwum mills hould follow tde guidance jresented below. Bcsides meiwing to
det mione cspecta of'appeadIx A of 10 CFR ?in 40, the staff

sholddo UFL~.a

CqWng& BV6. Clerk &wi~m~ Calghw..
ONO 4hA"M. bzo"Ma"e so-m 1M

4
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1. Determination of Wheter iam Food Maerlip" is Om,
For dh Wlinp d wastes b=o m " to quality a 1u4.C?) byproducnmmrW, the foid moa mug Itmures 'OW." Ist detivn wtwhm tle Im~ mmert Isamor,

da foUowbn* definition of ore must bW uea

Ors Is a namWui or nadiv mamme tdo may be mined and mated for de atnextlon of any of its
comdoments c any othe maw r i m which surce matatal is xtamed in a licened umnum or
dvrlam Mill.

2. Dewrlmldon of Wheitr the Feed Mater•al Contains HAardovs Wag.

IfOw pvopoued Ned mtra cotaias hawdow w listed under wbpmt D if 261.30-33 of
40 CYR (or Mon p RCRA audiortd StW rguladlon), It would bx subject to EPA (or
Sun) rgulaon under RCPA. To saoid dw

page 49297 -

complexiies, of(NRC/Y?A dua iqltg sa, muh fbed materal will not be appcoved for
Prouiift alaA licned m iaml. If the lcmes can abow that dw paop ed feed materia does not

a a mwdmu was, this imIsn (arolved.

Feed atrialn exhbii only a chuma~otolic of hlumdous wasam (11 mtable, comsoevse reactive,
toxic) would mot be rulatd u hMwdo waste &Wd cod ther•torab appOVd for recycling
and ramton of so-we M@WW. Howmv. this dmn not v y to mrdu (m wa•tr trmmcnt.

CvWs& 19, Ckv,* brdw Calkgh^
wahim C/ Mm blOWN rWm h

5
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to axcptarc of such midues as eed mawrial depewl oM their t containing any hazardoos
or Charkarisdc hsiuS wt. Stff may Consut wth EPA (or thw Stw)'before making a
deumMlatiom of whether tho nu atra cotaslm hwa wae

3. Derm.Tnati of W the Ow Ort Is Bain$ Procud Primarily for It So rnc.M&az

Fo'rteW Wtalng ILe •a ftomthe p-o-osed prom.s.• s to qu.k as 11&,21 byproduct
maurrial, the orn must be procesed prinrnly or Wt wouce-materia onf Thin, is corncem
do wastes that wouMl have to..be bdlpo•.d ofs radioactve or mixed wse would be prposed
forp roesM at a urn•=U m illm to be able to dispose oCf it in the tlirnp ple as le.(2)

a. CodI1POSSan es: Detemlw If the fosd mewla would be aproved 1w dispass, in the
Wilmpa m dmem under dw FIb wl Revised Quidance on =Ipoel ofNonAtomck E
Act ofl 154, Section 1184.2) BIypro"c Matarial In Tailinp Impoundnmut*. or weision. or
N ernpaeents to dha gud 0e If tin materWa would be approved for disposal, it can be

n oe r ?o re Ithe proceslag Is primaully fo the
WA,-Mtatti Thel COual have to be physically nd cbewically similar to

Ile.(2) byp wiuct mut ' and & t' b subject to RCRA or other OrA bhu'dom.watg

b. Lkinse catficstlan mdj test Th liemsee must cefd u=der oath or
affirmwao~t on t hat h d rwmmii 1etcbe pra ee prmail ortNNYceWY of WaMuuinan o

no aote primary 'Croes ise UMIen~se mugt elo jwidk with ressoosble docwenaslon the
C811irkason. Tbe WCaaS6M n be based on firwial eosdertiom ft high winlwn conten~t
of* thef"d UMMtei, of ote growxda. The detWntmlao that the propowe pracesnSinIs

CaNNIh 1#94~ Clerk 8hrMi~ CO5ACON
Ovso of Mho~m k£*wao Smwiea Jw.

I
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pdmaily for the soums malaW contm mum be mad. on a cat-speclfc bais.

fit can bed• w adW a t dformeond uin, tha, t ppopa sco maWiu
new th deftition of on, tw It wil nrat a hinwous wt wt othýe e axmpid,
and that the primary pupo•e of ls procast is for its sowam sWlAlo wt te reque ea
be apprved.

Dawd a Rockville, M'ylmd, this 13th day of Seponmber 1995.

For Ohe Nuclew Reglatory Commson.

Joseph J. Holonkc1. Cbfr' 1{ish-Loev WIN and Uranium Rimovery " "jet Branch Division
of Wst Mapament, N W. of Nucke Matius! $afty and Safqad3

[FR Doe. 95.23S31 Flied 9-21.95; 1:45 am) BILLINO CODE 7590-1..P

Co~uigh M9d. Clw* Awmiuma C*eLsa%~
LDvlM of Them. hs)awd"Onew frw.

7
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Attachment 2

Proposed Approach for Preparation of Request to the U.S. NRC to Amend
Source Material License SUA-1338 to Allow Processing of
Cotter Concentrate at White Mesa MIII, Blsnding, Utah

0 ~Upon agreement between DOE &An EFN, EFN will prepare and submit to the NRC a
request to amend Source Material License SUA-1359 to allow EFN to accept te Cotter
Concentrate from DOE for processing at the White Mesa Mil. This attachment details EFN's
proposed scope, schedule, assumptions, and budget for the amendment application.
SCOPE AMD SCHEDULE

EFN will commnc e preparation of a request to amend Source Material License No. SUA-
1359 upon agreement of terms with DOE. A draft amendment application will be completed
within 30 days for review by DOE. EMN will Incorporafe DOE comments and submit the
amendment application to NRC withn 30 days of receipt of commeits from DOE. rue content
of the amendment application will be spcific to addmres the Cotter Concentrate as an alternate
feed, but will be prepared In accordance with i standadized format to ensure, to the extentp• possible, that all required data are submlt•d. The application will include:

1.0 material Composition and Volume
i.1 Ruldiocheaical
1.2 Organk
1.3 Regulatory Considerations

2.0 Prcess

3.0 Safety Me=a
3.1 Control of Airborne Contamination
3.2 Survey and Release of Trucks from the Restricted Area

4.0 CertiflcatIon that Material is Being Processed Primarily for Source Material
Content

hpI


